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- SEE SPORTS, Bl

Record-breaking B-ball season ends
with a 106-56 rout of Campbell.
- SEE SPORTS, 81

SGA revisits pricey.party bill
New legislation
mandates scrutiny
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Senior Staff Writer

.Ji

HISTORY

Baseball sweeps Monmouth, holding the
Hawks to one earned run in the series.

Concerned about a previ~
ously approved $50,000
expense for a music concert,
the SGA Senate on Thursday
revived the measure through
an unusual motion, then

killed it immediately.
In -its place, Sen. Nick
Merolle .- introduced
a
replacement bill and fasttracked it to approval,, with
an
important
change
'b rought on by student and
colleague concerns. The new
bill ·
requires Student
Government
Association
President Brian Battles and
Senate
Speaker
Peter
Cimino to sign off on the use
of every single penny for this

"It just makes me a little
party.
The spending now also nervous," Quick said at last
must be approved by the Thursday's weekly Se!1-ate
Golden Knights Celebration - session.
The original funding bill,
Committee, which comprises students and representa- which takes $25,000 from
tives from the National Pan- the fund for campus speakHellenic Council and the ers and $25,000 from the
SGA. The change stemmed Senate Working Fund, will
- from concerns voiced by pay for a concert of a yetthose such as Sen. Jason unnamed musical act and
Quick, who said the original related expenses as part of a
expense · w~ approved too
PLEASE SEE BASH ON Al.
quickly.
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, O'Leary to speak at SGA Senate on Thursday
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Senior Staff Writer

\
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New
football
Coach
George O'Leary will make his
first speech to the student
body Thursday at the weekly
SGA Senate meeting.
A reception will begin at
6:30 p.m., with O'Leary. to

speak during the 7 p.m.
meeting, where he will take
questions from the senators.
All students are invited to
hear the coach discuss his
plans for UCF football.
· A student-funded buffet
will greet the coach, hired in
December, as part of a Senate plan to provide food

at the, first meeting of each
month. The Senate hopes to
attract more students with
the offer of a free meal.
The food will cost the
Senate $3,000, and will last
for at least four months - to
the end of the budget year. In
approving the expense, senators debated whether they

should· be allowed to eat the
food, as they voted to spend
the money. "It's a conflict of
interest," Sen. Alex Sigal
said.
Senate Speaker Peter
Cimino remind~d senators
that the Senate used to offer
PLEASE SEE
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Matt DeVlieger, co-founder of Unplug 2004, hopes UCF will take a bre!!~ from technology.

Unplug -2004 preaches
freedom from tech chains

OR-

BRUSH?'

founder, emphasized that
their intentions are not to
become activists, but rather
Imagine a couple of to inspire: "Ter):~years ago, -if
-weeks withmft a cell phone, people were socializing and
a computer, a car or even a someone started engaging
television. Sound like the in a separate conversation
on a cell phone, that would
plot of a reality TV sh'ow?
For a group of UCF stu- probably be considered
rude
and
dents, the idea has become completely
unheard of, " Ruff said.
a movement.
Unplllg 2004, a series of Today, such behavior is the
events that started Feb. 23 norm.
To further promote its
and ends Saturday, is the
work of students who want- effort, the Unplug 2004
ed to break free from the committee has posted fliers
grip of . technology. Matt across campus and will have
DeVlieger, one of the an information table set up
founders, was simply riding from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily
his bike -when he .suddenly this week in front of . the
got the idea. "This is merely Student Union. There, stuabout letting go and cutting dents can find educational
the chains, or 'electrical materials as well as pledge
cords,' of your everyday cards. These pledge cards
life," DeVlieger said.
• PLEASESEE NATURE ON AS
Emily Ruff, another co-

RACHEL COLISH .
Contributing Write(

As Spring Break nears,

tanning takes on urgency
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
,)

1)

W

ith Spring Break startillg Friday,
some students are scrambling to
get a last-minute tan before hitting
the beach.
However, tanning isn't as simple or
safe as people used to think, with many
types of artificial tanning now available
and skin cancer a real threat.
Tiffany Jamison isn't fazed, though.
"My skin is so pale, and I don't want to be
blinding anybody at the beach," the UCF
sophomore said while waiting for her turn
to get a tanning bed at the tanning salon
Sol Y Luna.
This time of year is one of the busiest
for tanning salons. "The business definitely picks up before the Spring·Break,"
Vito Badalamenti_Jr., the o~er of Sol Y
Luna, said.
·
Tanning beds can be a convenient
alternativ_e to tanning by the sun. With
Florida's unpredictable weather, combined with busy work and school sched.ules, students can manage their tapning
with visits to a salon to acquire the
desired shade within a short period of
time. Many salons also offer Spring Break
specials and discounts, which makes
access to their tanning beds more affordable.
Llke many of man's creations, tanning
beds are an imitation of nature, or more
specifically, the sun. The lamps installed
inside tanning beds produce a radiation
called ultraviolet or UV, · which is also
emitted by the sun. "The sun produces
UV radiation that gives us light, warmth
and fuel .for the growth of plants," said
Ross McCluney, the principal research
scientist at Florida Solar Energy Center,
which is a UCF research institute.
In humans, UV radiation stimulates
the deeper cells of the skin to produce
pigments called melanin. The outermost
layer of the skin, which is made of dead
cells, is not affected by this radiation.
However, the constantly dividing living
cells of the deeper skin are easily affected
by extended exposure to UV radiation.
That radiation can cause damage to these
cells and result in their unregulated
growth, which translates into skin cancer,
said Frank Logiudice, an instructor and
undergraduate program coordinator at
UCF's Biology Department.
UV radiation has three different
PLEASE SEE
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How did you spend
your leap-year day?
NICOL JENKINS
Contributing Writer

JAMES CLARK I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

, Sol YLuna Tanning Salon customer Noelle Gauthier takes off her shoes outside a Mystic Tan booth in the
salon. The spray-on tanning system uses a special liquid process to produce a full-body tan in a few minutes.

WHICH SKIN
TYPE ARE YOU?
~
II
Ill

IV

v
VI

People with skin types I
and II are at greatest risk

Description
Always bums; never tans;sensitive (Celtic)
Bums easily;tans minimally
Bums moderately; tans gradually to light brown (average Caucasian)
Bums minimally; always tans well to moderately brown (olive skin)
Rarely bums;tans profusely to dark (brown skin)
Never bums;deeply pigmented, not sensitive (black skin)
SOURCE: CENTER FOR DEVICES ANO ~DIOLOGICAL HEALTH, FDA

What holiday takes a back
seat to Valentine's Day and
happens only once ·every
four years? Give up?
It's Feb. 29, the day of the
leap year, and if you missed
it yesterday, you 've got a long
wait for the next one.
Some .students-and faculty _ seem to be coJ;Jfused
about the origin of leap year.
Dan Britt, an astronomy professor, can help unravel the
mystery.
The length of the average
day is changing over geologi- ·
cal time. "Leap year occurs
to keep the seasons aligned
on the calendar, so we will
not be skiing in June," Britt
said. "The moon used to be
much closer and the day a
lot shorter."
Julius Caesar was the
first person to fix the calendar, he ·s aid. But since Britt
thinks the month of
February is too short, he said
he planned to spend- his
extra 24 hours sleeping.
Some students remained
puzzled. "Is that this year?"
asked Ray Pranke, a gradu-

ate student. Reminded that
it was, he allowed that it had
something to do with readjusting the Gregorian calendar. Unfortunately - or fortunately - Pranke had to
_spend his extra 24 holU'S
working on a class paper.
.Sophomore Sean D'
Souza, seemed to know that
leap year incorporates a special day. ''A year is not exactly 365 days, so every four
years you must add a day to
February to make the calendar balanced," D' Souza, 19,
said, adding that he would
be spending his extra hours
with his girlfriend.
Psychology major Charlie
Benton was not quite sure
why leap year occurred. "I
know it has something to do
with the Earth rotating
around the Sun a certain
number of times," Benton,
21, said. He also planned to
retax.
Senior and microbiology
major Heather Cook, 25,
did know that the extra day
was this past weekend. "I
will be at a special occasion
- a friend's wedding," she
PLEASE SEE
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Aro~d cfilnpus
Engineering dean named
Neal C. Gallagher, the
dean of the engineering college at Colorado State
University, was named dean
of UCF's
College
of
Engineering on. Thursday.
During his five years at
Colorado, Gallagher was celebrated for building ties
between the school and
industry leaders to further
research in engineering sciences. He'll take office at
UCF this spring, replacing
Interim Dean Louis Chow.

African American scholar to speak
Noted author and commentator on religion and
African American studies
Cornel West will speak about
race and democracy in
American society at 7 ·p.m.
Thursday in the Student
Union Pegasus Ballroom.
West, currently a professor of re~gion at Princeton
University, has long championed racial justice. He has
written or edited more than
20 books on race, religion or
philosophy, including Race
Matters . His speech is part of
the series "Brown, Black &
White:
A
Community
Reflects on Brown v. Board,"
a look at diversity in America
following the 1954 U.S.
Supreme Court decision to
desegregate public schools.
May 1 7 will be the 50th
anniversary of the ruling.
Another speech in that
series, by Henry Louis
Gates, chairman of Harvard
University's Afro-American
Studies program, scheduled
for Feb. 26, was canceled but
will be rescheduled. ·
Visit _ http://ww\v.brownblackandwhite.org for more
information, or call 407-8230935.

Learn to lead
Faculty, staff and students
are invited to attend the
annual Leadership Institute
from 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Wednesday at the Student
Union I:'egasus Ballroom, ·
featuring a presentation by
Harriet Elam-Thomas, a former . U.S. ·ambassador to
Senegal who ,is a UCF
ambassador in residence.
The schedule for the
institute, organized by the
· Leadership Enhancement
Program, includes ' lectures
and·workshops to help build
professional and personal
leadership skills. Attendance
is open to all members of the
UCF community, but registration is required. To sign
up and for information on
individual sessions, visit
http://www.ucf.edu/pls/CDW
S/ppsregpub_class_listing?p
_track_id=301.

Student t~lks bioterror in Chicago
A UCF Cocoa campus
student will talk bioterror- .
. ism in Chicago durillg · the
annual American College of
Healthcare
Executives
meeting, which runs from
today until Thursday.
Lisa Zinkovich, a graduate student in health services administration, will present her· award-winning
essay
on
health-care
providers' preparedness for
bioterror. Zinkovich's essay
place.cl second in · the
Healthcare
Executives'
annu:il
Hill-Rom
Manageme:nt
Essay
Competition,
which
includes student entries
from throughout the United
States. As an est>ay winner,
she will receive an award of
$2,000.
Titled, "Bioterror Events:
Pre-emptive Strategies for
Healthcare
Executives,"
Zinkovich 's essay proposes
strategies to guide healthcare executives in meeting
the difficult and unprecedented challenges that terrorism involving biological
agents now present.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send an email to editor@UCFnews.com
or send a fax to 407-44 7-4556.
Deadlines are 5 p.m . Monday
for the Thursday edition, and
5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
~tion.
'I

- Week in Science

Peters, Bentley ready to rule
1\vo new leaders
talk plans, pasts
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Senior Staff Writer

One of the most important
projects his department is in
charge of is the Rally in Tally,
a gathering in Tallahassee to
save the Florida Bnght
Futures scholarship program.
The Rally takes places on
March 17, and Peters is continuing to advertise the opportunity for students to attend.
Peters and Willie Bentley,
the soon-to-be vice president
of the SGA, agree that the
most important thing when
they take office in May would
be ensuring a smooth transition from the current administration to the new one.

Bentley would also like to
immediately begin on gettiilg
students involved in the student gover~ent process.
"We need to show students
that there are things for them
to do, to participate in,"
Bentley said.
.
Though Bentley's main
focus will be dealing with stu~
dent government internally,
he would also like to continue
some· of his work he's spearheaded as the Judicial Advisor
of the SGA. He says that,
though Legal Services helps
students during regular business hours, ·t here is a need for-

Kevin Peters, who won the
Student
Government
Association presidency last
week, spent the weekend at a
beach volleyball tourname11t,
where his team finished with
two wins and two losses. After
winning the top student jol;i,
Peters said he wasn't disappointed by a .500 record in
volleyball. "We could have
done better, but it was fun,"
the next SGA president said.
Peters, a senior, will take
office May 8, replacing friend
Brian Battles as UCF's student leader. He said he's going
to concentrate on getting
more support for sports on
campus, something he's got a
personal love for, especially
football and basketball. "Our
basketball team is a real ·
Cinderella story, isn't it?" he
asked, admiringly referring to
the record-setting men's
team, which had a · 14-game
winning streak this season.
Originally· hailing from
Hollywood, Fl~., Peters took a
trip up to visit UCF when he
started looking for a college to
attend four years ago. "I fell in
love with the campus immediately," htr said. "It was a perfect fit."
Since then, he's spent time
outside of the . classroom
working for the SGA as well as
participating in activities with
· his fraternity, Lambda Chi
AlI?ha.
_
_
Peters has served as the
Rush chairman and served as
a new member educator for
Lambda Chi Alpha. He's contributed to the fraternity's
accomplishment of gathering
· thousands of pounds of food
for the Bread of Life charity,
too.
Before Peters takes office,
he heeds to finish up his term
as director of governmental
affairs for the BattlesAMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
MacLellan administration. Newly elected Student Government Association President Kevin Peters will take office May 8.

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

evening and weekend legal
advice for students at UCF.
He's passed out flyers at various events on campus to alert
students to their rights if they
are arrested or stopped by the
police. However, he is working
with the Director of Legal
Services, Patti MacKown, and
the Orange County Bar
Association to see if weekend
and evening services are feasible in the near future.
Peters said he chose
Bentley as a running mate
because "He's a good friend,
_and we get along well. We
know , we cap work well
togeth~r." Bentley says that
Peters .is "one of the most
qualified people I know."
Bentley came to UCF from
West Palm Beach. He Wanted·
to stay in Florida, and chose
UCF because it had, "so much
to effer." Bentley also mentioned that UCF had a great
atmosphere. ·"It is a beautiful
campus, and I liked the people," he said. Bentley is a junior majoring in legal studies.
He's on the UCF Thal Team,
Vice President of the John T.
Washington Honor Society, a
member of the AfricanAmerican Student Union and
,a member of Phi Alpha Delta,
a pre-law fraternity.
Last Wednesday, the day
Peters learned he had been
elected the next SGA president is the proudest moment
he's had here at UCF. "I
couldn't have done it without
my friends ... it really means a
lot to me," Peters said directly
after · his
victory
was
announced.
Peters plans · to go _to law. ·
school after finishing a
finance and economics double major at UCF. Peters doesn't want to be a lawyer, but
thinks ·the experience is good
for those who want to get
involved in politics, which is,
"an option that I'm leaving
.open."
Bentley is also looking at
going to law school, but would
like to practice corporate law ·
in the future. "It's something
I've always been interested
in," he said.

Bash meant to upstage other state.schools
FROM

Al

(;olden Knight Celebration
planned for April· 2-4. The
event also encompasses a .d ay
at Wet 'n Wild theme park, the
Greek Extravaganza and
Universal Knights, al} outing
at the Islands of Adventure
theme park. All activities are
funded by SGA and free to
UCF students.
Merolle, chairman of the
SGA'.s Activity and Service Fee
Budget Committee, said the
·c~mcert would not necessarily
·take ,Place at Wet 'n Wild,, but

the venue was under consider- Celebration is an attempt to Extravaganza
will
cost
ation. He estimated 2,000 stu- replicate the traditions at $20,000 allocated from the
dents would be able to attend other major schools, such as Senate's Special Projects
the concert if h eld at Wet 'n the f.Jniversity of Florida's budget for the purpose. Most
Wild, although another venue Gator Growl. Those behind events will be free to students.
may allow for greater atten- the bill hope the Golden The only exception would be
dance.
Knights Celebration becomes where contracts have been
Some senators appeared a the foundation for one of the made: for example, only the
bit wary of the expense, which largest, most well-attended first 12;000 students will be
was approved on Feb. 19 by a university
traditions
in admitted to Universal Knights
vote of 34-5, with one absten- Florida.
at Islands of Adventure free of
tion. Still, after the added
Taken
together,
the charge. Additional students
spending qmtrols were put in Universal Knights portion of will })ave to pay $19.95 to get
place, the measure passed the weekend .will cost into the park for the afteragain, 28-12, with one absten- $140,000, the concert will cost hours event, which is schedtion.
. $50,000, and various events ' uled to run from 7 p.m. to 1
The
Golden
Knights including
the
Greek a.m.

Police Beat

-~~~~~~

l\vo cases of unbalanced behavior
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

. ,;~ process.
$'~
She didn't seem to notice,

'l1'.'2!.

~1rni.~{f))'/ff'll'

UCF Police Officer
Anthony Lttpo noticed \ (!@p!I
something odd about , 1 "
the way a car was drivirig at
about 3:30 a.m. Feb. 22 on
Gemini Boulevard ·:near the
· UCF Arena. It swe:i:ved over a
solid white line, didn't stop at a
stoplight until after it had
passed the white stop bar and
nearly hit ·a median 'w hen turning
onto
North
Orion
Boulevard, according to a police
report.
Lupo followed the car and
- had the driver pull over shortly
after she turned onto North
Orion. The driver, Kimberiy
fylargaret Rullan, 20, was looking for her license when Lupo
walked up to the car. When he
asked her for the license, registration and proof of insurance,
she . started searching for the
~other documeri~, dropping her
license onto the floor in the

and when she handed him
the latter two documents, he
asked.her for the license; and
she start~ looking through
her wallet for it. The officer told
her that she'd dropped it.
Lupo then asked her to get
out of the car and noticed she
appeared to have trouble standing, needing to raise h er aims to
balance herse1£ He asked her to do a series of
sobriety tests, including a walkand-turn test - she couldn't
hold h er balance while the
directions for the test were
explained.
Rullan was arrested and
taken to the · Orange County
DUI testing center, where her
blood alcohol level was measured at .089 to .092.

An odd way to park
Later that morning Officer
Adam Casebolt, who had helped
with the previous stop, came

across another drunk driver,
-this time parked at an angle in a
traffic lane in the Pegasus
Pointe Apartments. T]le silver
Pontiac sedan had Illinois
license plates.
At abOut 4:45.a.m. he noticed
the car at a stop in a parking lot,
but not · in a space. He
approached the car and noticed
the smell of alcohol, according
to the report, and' asked the
driver, Jennifer L. Bair, 21, for
her license,· registration and
proof ofinsurance. She only had
the license. ·
· Casebolt said the driver's
pupi:Js were so dialated that
there was hardly any color in
her eyes. When 'he asked her to
step out of the car, she did and
swayed while standing. The officer asked Bair how many drinks
she'd had, and she answered,
"Three or four." Casebolt asked
if she had u sed any drugs that
night, to which. Bair replied
after a brief pause that shebadn't.

.'

He asked her if she felt she
should be driving, and she said
she didn't, but added that she ·
was probably less drunk than
her friend in the .passenger seat,
who happened to be the owner
of the vehicle.
The driver was asked to complete some impairment tests,
including a walk-and-tum test.
After saying she understood the
directions, she started the t~t
too soon, missed the heel~to-toe
walking_style she was supposed
to use on at least five steps and
took several small steps to turn,
which she wasn't supposed to
do. _
Bair also was told not to stop
during the test After turning,
she stopped and then asked if
she could continue.
Casebolt arrested Bair and
~ook her to the DUI testing center, where her blood alcohol
level was measilred at .068 to
.071. A urine sample also was
taken to check for other drugs
in her system. .

Four-armed robots
in the operating room
A four-armed surgical
robot that cdsts '$1.2 million is becoming a fixture
in a growing number of
hospital operating rooms.
The robot, named da
Vmci, can cut and stitch
deep inside the body, niaking surgery less invasive
and sp,e eding recovery
time. In operating the
device, a surgeon sits at a
console a few feet from
the patient, peering into a
- powerful camera while
guiding the robotic arm to
perform the surgery. This
su:r;gical system can be
used in a variety of operations, from heart surgery
to _ removing
kidney
stones.
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Scientists have identifled a protein that shields
rhesus monkeys from HIY,
a finding that may help'
open new avenues for
drug
and
vaccine
research. Humans have a
similar protein, although
it is not as effective at
stopping
' Hiv.
The
researchers found that
the monkeys blocked the
HIV as soon as it slipped
into cells, using a protein
called TRIM5-alpha. They
said this · system might
help explain why some
people were more likely to
get B:IV or other viruses,
or why the same type of
infection was mild in
some people and severe m
others.
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Adolescent brains show
reduced reward anticipation
Aµolescents show less
activity than adults in
brain regions that motivate behavior to obtain
rewards, according to
results from a magnetic;
resonance imaging study.
The finding is critical to
understand why so many
young people clririk alcohol and engage in associated behaviors such as
' driving under the influence and sexual risk-taking. It also will help shape
prevention messages that
deter · such behavior. The
study showed that adolescents and adults exhibit
similar brain responses to
having obtained rewards.
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Electrical engineers create
the littlest radar system
A team of electrical
engineers
at
tqe
California . Institute of
Technology has shrunk
- .the functions of a radar
system into one tiny, intricately designed silicon
chip and eight minuscule
antennas. The system is
designed so the eight·
antennas can work together to focus and steer a .
beam of microwaves. The
high-frequency
beams
may one day handle many
functions, including the
usual radar jobs of rangmg
and location. Scientists
believe the chip would not
cost more than a few dollars once available in the
market.

Researchers working in .
AntarctiGa have found
what they believe to.be the
fossilized remains of two •.
species of previously
unknown dinosaurs. One
of the two finds is an early
carllivore that would have
lived about 70 million
years -ago. It is believed to
be only the se.cond
Antarctic . theropod from
the
late
Cretaceous
Period. The other, a planteating beast, roamed the
Earth roughly 200 million
years ago and is from a
primitive sauropod that
represents one of the earliest forms of the emerging dinosaur lineage that
eventually produced animals more than 20 meters
long.
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Betrayal, reveng.e and tragedy
'Once on This Island,' a musical on stage at the UCF Theatre through Sunday, tells the story of a girl, Ti
Moune (Kahliah Rivers, top, in the arms of Marjorie Thomas and Reginald Woods), who is given a purpose
through her love for a man. That love is tested when she is given the option of either dying or taking his
life. Essential to the colorful production are storytellers who communicate with the gods through song
and dance (above and left). The show is directed by Earl D. Weaver, with costumes by Haixiang Tan.
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Nation and World
In California, Edwards and Kerry
feel heat over gay rnaniage stand
SAN FRANCISCO - Sen.
John Edwards continued to tiptoe around the subject of gay
marriage ori Thursday, even
during a visit to the city at-the
heart of the issue, which is
becoming an election-year hot
button.
Yet even as he sidestepped
questions on it, the North
Carolina
Democrat
was
endorsed by one of the city's
most prominent - and newly
manied - lesbian officials.
Speaking to reporters after a
morning rally by the bay,
Edwards called President
Bush's proposed constitutional
amendment to ban gay marriage "both wrong and unnec~sary." But he twice ignored a
TV reporter's question asking
how he defined maniage.
Gay maniage emerged as an
issue after Massachusetts' top
court ruled that banning it is
unconstitutional and San
Francisco's mayor decided this
month to issue maniage licenses to same-sex couples. "While
the issue is certain to be a flash
point in the November election,
analysts say it will be less important in Tuesday's primaries in

10 states, including California.
A field poll in Thursday's
San
Francisco
Chronicle
showed that half the state's voters oppose gay maJ.:riage, while
56 percent oppose amending
the Constitution to ban it. More
than six in 10 Democrats favor
same-sex marriage, the poll
found.
Edwards and Sen. ·John
Kerry of Massachusetts, the
front-runner
for
the
Democratic presidential nomination, both oppose gay marriage and say ifs an issue for
the states - not \Vashington to decide. Both favor extending
partnership benefits to samesex couples.

ness school - even the top
ones - no longer leads to three
or four job offers. Although corporate recruiting of MBA students has picked up, jobs are
still scarce, and many recent
graduates are struggling to find
work
The grim job outlook has led
many potential business school
applicants to either give up the
idea of earning an MBA or wait
until the economy show8 fw;ther improvement, admissions
officials say. Others opt to take
night classes while working full
time. As a result, business
schools are working harder
than ever to· market their programs.
Last year, a majority of the
Having an MBA no longer
289 graduate business school
ensures a prosperous journey
programs reported receiving
Demand
for
master's fewer applications, according to
degrees ih business administra- a survey released in July from ·
tion is falling for the second the Graduate Management
year in a row, several MBA Admission Council, a nonprofit ·
admissions directors across the organization of graduate busicountry report. At some busi- ness schools. This occurred
ness schools, the number. of despite some of the lowest
applications has slid as much as interest rates for student loans
25 percent or more.
in years.
Three years into an economThe fall-off in applications
ic recovery creating few jobs, appears to · be continuing this
the MBA no longer canies the year, several admissions direccachet it used to. Going to busi- tors report.

Move·kept travel coffers deep
FROM

Al

food as a way of attracting
more visitors, and "attendance
back then [when we had food
at meetings] was a lot more."
In a vote of 32-5, senators
approved paying for the food
and indulging in it themseives.
Cimino characterized the
lure by saying, "More students
will know all the good work
we're doing."
In another step to make
SGA more accessible to students, senators approved a
proposal to refurbish the
Senate workroom in the SGA
suite on the second floor of the
Student Union. Currently, the
chairmen of Senate committees have cubicles in an ihtimidating lineup that may prevent students from walking in.

The new design will be funded
with $20,000 set aside for the
project in this year's budget.
Cimino, who sponsored the
bill, / hopes the work will be
done during finals; so it would
minimize the disturbance
caused by the construction
and be finished before the
start of summer classes.
The Senate stopped its
Registration
and
Travel
Account from drying up with a
bill introduced by Nick
Merolle, chairman of the
Senate's Activity and Service
Fee Committee. Funds- will be
tranSferred from the Senate
Working Fund and Office
Supply Account, to help balance the budget. The two latter accounts were relatively
underused compared to the
quickly dwindling Travel

Account, which had only 5
percent of its budget left for
the fiscal year.
The account is used to fund
student group trips to conferences and other out-of-town
events. The bill will move
$28,000 · from the other
accounts.
Comptroller
Andrew
Bledsoe, the chief :financial
officer of the SGA, warned
senators of the budget nearing
capacity. "You guys are still
spending pretty quickly there,"
he said. Chairman Erin ·Heil,
of the Conference and Office
Supplies ·committee, supported the bill. "I don't think it's a
bad thing; we're helping more
students than ever." Chair
Merone agreed, saying, "We
are the best student government in the state of Florida."
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to the Wellness Expo to get your
FREE Safer Spring Break Kit from
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Coping with campus stress CRACKER fl&lit\~ IOPIO lillil
HEATHER L. HRUBY
Contributing Writer

On a college campus,
stress comes with the territo' ry. But one UCF psychologist
· says some stress can be a
positive tool that actually
helps students.
"Stress is a part of being
alive," ·Karen Hofmann said.
"Too little stress can feel unmotivating and too much cail
paralyze yqu."
Hofmann, a staff psychologist at UCF, added that positive stress keeps us alert and
enables us to react to situations.
The physical symptoms of
negative stress include:
•'R apid heartbeat or
breathing
•Headache
•Stiffneck
•Backache
•Sweating or sweaty
palms
.
People under stress may
feel irritated or frustrated
and yell at others for no reason. The person also ' may
find it hard to concentrate.
Junior Shawn Holt said he
suffers from sleep deprivation, depression and sudden
outbursts of tears and yelling
when he's stressed. "My
school work is affected, and I
generally keep to myself and
ignore my friends, " he said.
The radio!IV major looks to
his family for guidance.
For one college student
with many responsibilities,
life can become overwhelming. ''As a hu.s band with a
mortgage, car payments and
a job w~e taking classes at
UCF, I experience a fair
share of stress and anxiety
from time to time," Spanish
major James Moir Jr. said.
"It's sometimes hard to balance it all."
Diane Alvarez Luckey, a
foreign language major, is in
a different situation than the
average UCF stude:µt. As a
mother of two and a wife
who also works 25 hours a
week and goes to UCF full
time, she's feeling the pressure of stressful lifestyle. "If
I didn't h ave so much stress

and had more time, I would be
more successful in my classes," she said.
· Students may wonder why
situations are easier for some
· individuals than for others.
Hofmann said stress is perceived by the individual. "What
might be stressful to one per. son may not be to another," she
said.
Some students have found
that stress helps energize
them.
"Since I was a little girl, I've
loved responsibility," freshman
Jennifer Boykin said. "I feed off
of the stress it gives me. [It's]
like an adrenaline rush. It
makes me feel important and
needed. Without responsibility,
I would shrivel and die."
Spanish major Lynn Mackey
is not bothered by stress. "I
have no stress, no anxiety. I'm
having the time of my life,
doing exactly what· I want."
She added, "'I'm enjoying
meeting new people, experi-

encing new challenges and
working hard toward the goal
of becoming a junior-college
teacher."
Whether stress in a student's life is positive or negative, it also can be a health risk
Six of the leading causes of
death are linked to stress:
heart disease, cancer, lung ailments, accidents, cirrhosis of
the liver and suicide.
To relieve stress, Hofmann
recommends exercise, long
walks, yoga, massages, meditation and sleep. .
"The Wellness Center offers
a service called biofeedback
that teaches people relaxation
techniques in controlling physical symptoms," she said.
Other relaxation techniques
include watching TY, playing
video games or reading.
However, Hofmann said to
stay away from alcohol, drugs
or other excessive tendencies,
such as food, sex or shopping,
as they do not help.
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ATTENTION UCF
KNIGHTS
The

Central Florida Fair presents

DOLLAR
MADNESS
March 3RD - 3P .M . to Midnight

FREE ADMISSION
· (For Students and Teachers with School l.D.)

, .FREE ENTERTAINMENT
'•

Featuring UCF's very own

QUARTER LIFE CRISIS

and over 30 shows daily including

$1 RIDE S

$lDRINKS
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Audio

$1 FOOD

Central Florida Fair, We.st Colonial Drive (SR 50} between Kirkman and
John Young Parkway.
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Sol YLuna Tanning Salon Manager Christi Chiarulli, left, and rustomer Noelle Gauthier talk about the spray-on-Mystic Tan system.

Moderate tanning could be risky
Al

to manufacture vitamin D. It a safe alternative, Deichen
does not take much sunlight, said.
.
·
Of course, some will still
bands: UVA, UVB and UVC. however, to make all the needUVB has lohg been associated ed vitamin D, far less .than it sun at the beach and overdo it.
"The week after Spring Break,
with sunburn, while UVA has takes to.get a tan.
Another common miscon- we have an increased number
been recognized as a deeper
penetrating radiation. Skin ception is that tanning beds of students who. come in with
cancers, cataracts and 90 per- are safe and hence there is no sunburn problems such as
pain, redriess and blistering,"
· cent of wrinkles are caused need for sunscreen.
"There is no such thing as a Deichen· said. In many c~es
. primarily by UVA and UVB.
Very little UVC reaches the safe tan," said Dr. Michael pain medication is prescribed.
There are a few cautionary
Earth's surface. The UV Deichen, associate director of
,, lamps installed inside the tan- UCF Student Health Services. . steps individuals can take to
nirig beds emit UVA and UVB. Moreover, the skin never for- avoid such outcomes, -the
"UV radiation from the gets radiation exposure, he mQst well-known being wearsun, tanning beds, or from sun said. Thus, wearing sunscreen ip.g sunscre_en. .Sunscreep.s
r}
lamps may cause skin cancer," in a tanning bed is recom- are numbered by S:PF,' or sup
protection factor. The higher
the Center for Devices and meni:led.
An alternative to UV radia- the SPF number, the more
Radiological Health division of
the U.S . Food and Drug tion tanning is airbrush tan- protection the product proAdministration reported on its ning. '~brush tanning is vides. Using sunscreens with
Web site. It · added: "'while . safe; and our products are an SPF number of 15 or highskin cancer has been associat- produced by a pharmaGeutical er provides protecti9n from
"' ed with sunburn, moderate company and are 100 percent UVA rays, the FDA said. Yet
Bentley sunscreen alone will not block
tanning may also 'produce the FDA-approved," .
same effect." Scientists have Louviere said. He is he owner all of the harmful effects of
also found that UV radiation · of Liquid Beach, -an airbrush the sun, and its effectiveness
can have a damaging effect on tanning salon in Central is reduced if it is applied inadequately or washed off, rubbed
the immune system and cause Florida. ' .
Clients can choose between off, sweated off or otherwise
premature aging of the skin,
giving it a wrinkled, leathery a 15~minute "traditional" air- removed. A general rule of
brush tan and a two-minute thumb for sunscreen applica" appearance. ,
''Any prolonged overexpo- "Turbo Tan." The product will tion is 30 minutes before going
sure of UV can cause skin can- dry within five minutes and outside and every two hours
cer," salon oWI1er Badalamenti last up to 10 days. Sol Y Luna: thereafter, unless stated othsaid. "We certainly encourage also offers the "Mystic Tan," erwise on the label.
Deichen also recommendour clients to wait at least 48 which sprays the body for 60
hours in between tanning ses- seconds, with results that last ' ed ·avoiding the sun between
up to eight days.
· . 11 a.m. and 4 p.m., when t:Q.e
sions."
_
Some people may believe · Spray-on products do not Earth is bathed in the most
sun tanning, or its artfficial · penetrate the deeper layers of harmful· radiation from the
alternative, are good for the skin, and if there are no sun. Wearing hats and protec- .
1,
. health and vitality. In fact, allergic reactions based on , tive clothing also is a good step
sunlight is needed for the body ,s kin type, airbrush tanning is to avoid burns.
FROM

, Students leapt into inaction Feb. 29
I

FROM
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said.
,
Even though most stu. dents don't know the meaning
behind leap year, they do
" know how to spend it:
Junior Brad Wallace is an
education major who enjoys
the extra hours for rest.

"Never waste a .chance to
relax and give yourself a personal day. Next year we will
not have this chance," said
Wallace, 20.
Some students do not want
to waste the day sleeping; they
want to take full advantage of
·leap year. Senior Kylie Pazos
· and junior Jessica Nott were

ex~ited heading into . the
weekend. "I want to spend the
extra hours at the beach, if it
stops rairi:ing," said Pazos, 22.
Not one to waste the day
lying around either, Nott was .
still weighing his options. "I
want to spend the day with
friends either at the beach or
playing video' games," he said.

Everyone's rC11ving about our computer
and IT training programs •••
"Great in,structor! Kept the clas_s engaged the entire time.
Content was organized well. Instructor wa.s .excellent."
Lesley Hamig, UCF Office of Institiltional Research
Intro to Access

".Instructor was knowledgeable on the subject and could
relate ' real-life' experiences to course materials."
John Zainer, Federal Express
Java/JDBC

UCF .C ontinuing Education
Education for the real world
Courses available in:
Microsoft Office, ProjectManagement, Graphics,-Web Design, Programming
I

Available certifications include;
A+, Network+, Certified IDtemet Webmas.ter (CIW), Microsoft Certified
Systems Administrator (MCSA), Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (M.CSE),
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA)

·For more information, please call 407-882-0260
or visit our website at: ·w ww.ce.uef.edu

UNIVERSITY OF CE.-...'TRAL Fl-ORIDA
Go~TINUINO fiDUC.-\TION
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Nature lovers cut the cord .until Saturday
FROM

Al

tell other~ what it is that
cardholder plans on· giving up.
For some, it may be a cell phone,
or perhaps limiting their TVwatching to one hour a day.
There are no rules for becoming
involved - just pay attention to
the things you might be missing
because of time spent using electronics. As an added incentive,
signed pledge cards will be raffled for prizes such as concert
tickets and musical instruments.
Where the Unplug' effort goes
from here depends on the level
of participation, DeVlieger said.
He and Ruff considered starting
an official UCF club, but feel
they have a certain freedom now
that they don't want to surrender.
"Besides, committing to.something that structured might
cause some contradiction to
'Unplug 2004's foundations,"
DeVlieger said. For instance,
there are no plans to have a Web ·
site, as that. would be incongruous with the movement.
For now, Ruff and DeVlieger
like to think of Unplug as a sbcial
experiment rather than a club.
As more students continue to
burst their electronic bubbles,
the founders of Unplug 2004 feel
confident that their efforts have
been influential.
E-mail unplug2004@hotmail.
com for more information or
updates on even~.

·r:

Pur~has~

a
Simon M'a ll Gift Ca.r d
.during the month. of March
Monday, March 1

Y

• Noon-2 p.1J1.,DJ Alex,StudentUnion

• 3p.m., Meditation, Arboretum
•4:30 p.rn.,Vegetarianism;Arhoretum
•7:30 p.m., Sky viewing, Qbservatory (weather permitting)
•9:30 p.m.. Broken Sllf&h Poetry Slam, Common Grounds
(http://www.brokenspeech.com)

and get a
FREE hot dog from

Tuesday, March 2
• 10 a.m., Coffee and refreshments, Arboretum
•3 p.m.,Conscious consumel'ism,Arboretum
• 4 p.m.,Juggling, Arboretum
•7 p.m.,Swing dance lesson, Room 316-(, Student Union
1

•

Wednesday, March 3
• 3 p.m., Nature writing, Arboretum
• 4:30 p.m., Photography, Arboretum
•7 p.m., Latin dance lesson, MODl 105
(Astronomy viewing rain date)

Thursday, March 4
• 3 p.m., Alternative energy with solar car,Arboretum
• 5 p.m., Getting rid of your car,Arboretum
• 6 p.m., Verba mate tasting and French pastry chef, Natura Coffee Shop

Friday, March 5
• 9 p.m., Unplug concert featuring Dodger at Natura Coffee shop.

Saturday, March 6
• 11 a.m., 35-mile bike challenge.Join cyclists on a ride to downtown Orlando and
back, with stops at local businesses ~very few miles for rest and refreshments.

'

Offer good at Waterford Lakes Town
Cemer only. Purchase gift cards at
Waterford Lakes Town Center
manageme':'lt office, loc;a:ted '1etween
Claire's.and Old Navy. Good while
supplies last. Limit one per person.

. ·•
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•

•
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. OURSTANCE

Closed-door actions.
aren't enough to lead
P

pie you lead. Undoubtedly say- - topped students' lists of coning a word or two in public will cerns during the recent
be part of those skills.
Student Government
There's a reason men like
Association presidential elecJohn E Kennedy and Ronald
tion. These issues are bother. ing students, and Hitt needs to
Reagan are revered in this
country. They knew how to
address them more openly.
deliver a good speech and how
At 9 a.m. today in the
to arouse the passions of the
Pegasus Ballroom, Hitt will
people, engaging them in the
deliver a State of the
process, convincing them that
University Address, outlining
the cause was just and the out- how far the school has come
come would be worth the sacand where it's going. It will be
another rare view of a presirifice.
dent wl)om few know. It is an
Both men dealt with the
same crisis - communism
opportunity for him to open
and the threat of nuclear war;
the window to his world, a
world filled with weighty
both men knew how to reassure their people, to build con- responsibilities and difQcult
decisions.
·
fidence in the face of fear.
·
Hitt, too, has a crisis, and
Are we doing OK? Will the
school be able to offer the
he too must show tha! we're
classes students need? Will
going to survive the few
months before the fiscal year
tuition be rising again in the
ends in mid-summer.
fall? These questions need
answers, and not just in a
This crisis started late last
spring with the announcement press release or to a reporter.
Hitt needs to tell the people
of a state funding package
who these questions are most
smaller than the school
could've imagined. Hi,tt has
important to, the same people
quietly dealt with the 'p roblem, who pay his salary.
like Kennedy and Reagan,
making do with the money we
Hitt must show that though we.
have. He's also lobbied hard to
get more.money for our school. . face hardships, and thougp we
may suffer, life will only get
Students continue to feel
anxiety over the budget. A
better. He must show that the
recent Web poll by the Future
coming semesters aren't something to fear; they're someshowed that class availability
and tuition and fee increases
tlllng to look forward to.

resident John Hitt made a
rare trip to a basketball
game Saturday night,
watclllng the Knights slaughter
Campbell 106 to 56. He picked
a good game, but coming out
at all is what's important. No
man can be a leader without
!';howing his face to the people
he leads.
Unfortunately, be it the
nature of the job or the nature
of Hitt's personality, students
don't see much of him. He
works belllnd the scenes and
takes flack whenever sometlllng big goes wrong at the
school.
Much like President George
W. Bush, Hitt has remained a
passive "leader; students don't
often get to see or hear him.
fow people know his face or
would recognize him on the
street. At this point in our university's history, it takes more
than just leadership belllnd
closed doors to build a stronger
school.
UCF will host its annual
Leadership Institute on
Wednesday with a keynote
speech by the former U.S.
ambassador to Senegal, now
UCF Ambassador in
Residence, Harriet ElamThomas. Some of the lessons
of that day Will include how to
motivate and inspire the peo-

OUR STANCE

RepubliCan stance
is hypocritical
W

hen it comes to the
presidency, chaiader is
a word that's used a lot
to determine someone's fitness ·
to hold the office.
Bill Clinton was attacked
almost nonstop from .his days
on the campaign trail in 1992
until even today. Before his testimonial in which he lied about
having oral sex with Monica
Lewinsky, attacks on his character were limited largely to his
sexual indiscretions - not
exactly defining material in
terms of how his foreign policy
functioned.
The attacks came almost
exclusively from conservatives,
namely the Republican party.
Now George W. Bush is
under the gun from Democrats
for his _a pparent failure to show
up for.duty for the entire year
that he was stationed in
Alabama during the Vietnam
War. He was allegedly working
on a Senate campaign at the
time.
The theme of the attacks is
the same: character. It speaks
badly of your character if you
don't show up for your job for a
yeaF.
The context of the character
argument has changed a lot '
since the Clinton years. It's no
longer abo\It lying to Congress
about sex. It's about failing to
perform your duty and then
acting like you did.
Republicans h ave leaped to ·
Bush's aid, or at least leaped
upon those they say are
"attacking" Bush. If it turns out

were going well. Pollution and
that the allegatio~ are true,
then the word "attack" won't be crime were falling, so not many
nearly as appropriate as· the
were complaining. Despite his
phrase "revelation of. the
lies concerning his sex life, Jie
did pretty well at leading the
. truth."
country.
What's bizarre about some
Bush possibly lying about
Republicans' reaction to the
Democrats' accusations is how
doing his duty in the Air
they've decided to return the
National Guard is a different
story, because it does impact
volley - by telling them that
they shouldn't dare attack the
his ability to lead a country.
If it's true that he didn't
president in a time of war and
that they should "support" the
show up at all for his duty in
Alabama, what does that say
president.
.
You don't need a history lesabout how much he cares for
this couritry? If he really
son to remember that during
worked on a Senate campaign
the late '90s, when we were
sending troops into Bosnia to
at that time, it says he was
stop ethnic cleansing by
more interested in politics than
defense of the American peoSerbian armies, Clinton was
ple. That doesn't speak well of
under attack for his sexual
escapades. As mentioned earlihis feelings of duty in regard to
er, most of the attackers came · hisjob.
from the Republican Party.
The White House recently
They're hoping everybody will
produced military pay records
that indicate Bush was paid for
forget h.ow they attacked
Clinton during wartim~, so that 1 his service while in Alabama.
the hypocrisy belllnd their colThey say this is proof'he
lective furor won't be glaringly
"served honorably" during the
obvious.
time in question. It's not out of
what's important here is the the question that.a man who .
magically leapfrogged a list of
ramifications of each president's character flaws. Since it
Air National Guard candidates,
turns out Clinton really did
allegedly due to his father's
political connections, could
have some kind of sex with,his
somehow have his p·a y records
intern, he showed that he was
covered to make it·seem like h e
willing to lie.to Congress about
it. He would then be capable of went to work. Not one soldier
who served with him, and not
lying about lots of other tlllngs.
one commanding officer who
In Clinton's case, his fitness
to govern a nation was easy to , served above him, has said they
ever saw him show up for roll
judge.. During his tenure in
_call. _If he really didn't, then
office, we enjoyed the biggest
who's to say he'~ showing up
economiq ·expansion in history,
for roll call now?
and international relations
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the Ten Commandments
/
..
. IS.
The opinion
says: "Pryor's normnation
Dear UCF students,
a slap in the face to our country and its
I would like to thank all of you who
· ~·
helped me in my run for student body pres- supposedly democratic government." First
of
all,
this
country
is
a
republic,
not
a
ident - whether you campaigned for me or
..,-·
democracy. Second, the point still holds
whether you took the time to cast an
that the majority's opinions make the ritles,
informed ballot. I would also like to conbased
on the Constitution. The majority of
gratulate Kevin Pe_ters and Willie Bentley.
Americans
disapprove of gay marriage and
They ran a fair campaign, and they are
'
make
laws
to
forbid it - you say that's
well-qualified for the offices they won. The
wrong.
The
majority
of Americai:is
election is over now. We should unite ·
approved (yes, they did) of allowing Moore
belllnd our future student government
leaders and help make their administration to display the monument --'- and you say ·
that's wrong.
· .
a success for all UCF students.
You
ignore
the
people's
voice
in the San
The close results of the election show
Francisco
event,
and
then
you
accuse
the
that what Alex Sigal and I stood for - an
president
of
ignoring
them
in
the
attorney
independent student government focused
on improving the academic environment of general event. You say this is a democracy u'
and yet you don't want the majority to
our school - resonates with the student
body. I am sure Peters and Bentley will wel- decide - a non sequitur.
come these ideas.
- BETHANYlfANCOCK -•
With elections, you win some and you ·
lose some. This loss will not lead me to sur- Future obvibuslv hates Bush
render my advocacy of, as Tyler Fisher put
The editorial staff at the Future is obvi~ ·'
it, "achievable plans to help students to bet- ously full of Bush haters. Feb. 23's editorial,
ter themselves.and the university." The
"Disgraced judge gets Bush's blessing,"
Student Government Association should ·
stated, "The Bush administration once
·~
not be confined to being only a money-disagain showed its disdain for the American
tributing entity. Student government
people" and "Bush ... has shown us just
should lobby the state government and the
how little he's interested in what we.have
· administration for what students prize
to say about how our country is run." Whr ""'
most, a better education and a better uninot discuss issues that affect the UC~ stu- '
versity. I will not give up my vision, and I
dent body on campus, as a carµpus news,- ~;.i
l!ll'ge you not to give up yours.
paper? Why not provide both sides of an
With this in mind, I would like to
issue?
announce the creation of a political party
You guys should just write an opinion
dedicated to accomplislllng tNs vision, the
article on just how evil and horrible
United Students Alliance: The United
President Bush is, .but then again, you
Students Alliance will be a reform-minded
probably have already and I missed it. I
- group of students who will work to contindon't need to worry though, I will see many
ue our progress from promise to promi1")
in the near Future.
nence. The party will lobby governmental
-MIKEOH and administrative agencies ·o n behalf of
our school, and it will nominate candidates
"
for student government elections. We can
The Bible has problems ·
and should become die primary vehicle for
A recent writer ["Bible is Truth," Reader ~.
.. 1.1 promoting plans that benefit all UCF stuViews, Feb. 23] cl3:ims the Bible is full of
dents and advance the interests of our
history and truth. Did you know that. the
-.\\
school. If you would like to help make our
different books of the Bible (Luke, John,
-vision a reality, please contact me at ptaMatthew, etc.) were selected by mere
..
lakal@mail.ucf.edu.
·
humans? There were many more books
I would like to sincerely thank all of you
..I)
than the ones that actually ended up in tJ:ie
again. Know that your efforts were not
Bible; some were selected to be in the
wasted. You fought for an ideal, more than
Bible, while others were not selected.
for the political career of a spec:ific person.
So how did these men know which writAs our standard bearer in the past election, ings were. the true word of God and which
I will ensure that our vision does not fade
were not? .How do we know if they picked
from lack of organization. I will continue
the right books? Here are just a few exammy advocacy of all our students' interests.
ples of absurdities showing the tea~lllngs of
Whether it will prove best to do this belllnd the Bible to be immoral: Jesus says you
the scenes by organizing a grassroots move- must hate your family and is against peace
ment or publicly by running again, time will (Luke 14:26; Matthew 10:34-36). The Lord
tell.
God orders killing (Exodus 32:27; Numbers
May God bless you all.
15:36; 1Samuel6:19, 15:2,3,7,8), even
- PAVAN TALAKALA infants and unborn children. He also allows
committing horrific abortions (Hosea
"
l•
13:16).
•
Hypocrisy making headlines
God makes people lie (I Kings 22:23 and I
·f just wanted to point out the gross
II Thessalonians 2:11). Go_d orders stealing
inconsistency of this paper's "Our Stance"
(Exodus 3:22, 12:35-36). Jesu s _o rders stealsection. On Feb. 16 you apparently
ing (Luke 19:29-34).
applauded San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Millions of Americans shoUld be put to
Newsom's decision to stand up for what he
death for working on the Sabbath (Exodus
believes in ["Gay marriage is nothing to
31:15, Numbers 15:32,36). The Bible con- ,
"'J
fear"]. In actuality, he 's m~g himself dones slavery (Leviticus 25:45-46; Genesis
the new guy in office - hugely popular
.
9:25; Exodus 21:2,7; Joel 3:8; Luke
with the city's large homosexual population, 12:47,48; Colossians 3:22). God is a man of
guaranteeing his re-election by defying the
war (Exodus 15:3; Joel 3:9-10). Jesus is a
laws of California to issue marriage licenses man of war (Matthew 10:34; Luke 22:36).
to gay couples.
·
The Bible is full of blood, violence,
The m ajority of the people of California · killing, mass ~erminations, suppression of
put those h eterosexual marriage laws in
women, torture, discrimination and intolerplace. The mayor of San Francisco broke
ance. It claims unbelievable tlllngs like a
those laws for a minority and his own politi- talking snake and donkey, food raining from .
cal ends. You said that the "family protecthe sky, the sun standing still and traveling
tion" groups are wrong to contest it
backwards, a stick turning into a snake,
Fast-forward to the Feb. 23 issue, in
water turning into wine, a river turning
which the "Our Stance" editorial blasted
into blood, etc.
William Pryor r"Disgraced judge gets
Rather than history and truth, the Bible
Bush's'blessirig"]. You say that becau se the
is nothing more than a story of fiction. To
majority of Americans, whose voice is the
discuss further go to http://www.infidels.org
voice of Congress, disapprove of Pryor's
and click on "Forum."
r
appointment (which isn't the case anyway),
- CHARLES EUGENE
Bush was wrong to appoint him. You also
blast Pryor for standing up for what he
believes in, by supporting a public display of
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A7

Talakala fonns new political party
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The Future encourages comments fr.om readers. Lettersto theeditor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phonenumber.Wemay edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send l~tt~rs to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online _at www.UCFnews.c~m or fax the: to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-455~
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Coos did their .jobs

-f,

"
.,.

..

.,
•

fu response to the letter sent in by the person getting angry about the police taking his
weed away ["Feeling harassed, not protected,"
Reader Views, Feb. 26], I have only one question: Are you kidding me?
. After smoking weed and having possession
of it, how on Earth are you wondering why a
cop came in and took it? You are aware that
smoking weed is a crime, right?
I also can't believe that you're complaining
about a referral. You should be thanking the
cop that he didn't fine you or haul you off to
jail, which he easily could have. This entire
letter was completely off base.
Sure, some cops are rotten, but on the
whole, most cops are doing a tough job serving and protecting the people, and it doesn't
pay well, either. I'm sorry if a cop doing his job
bothers you, but maybe the next time you
want to smoke weed, you won't be so ignorant
of the law.

I don't know Ashley Burns, so why would I
call him a racist? The fact that Burns wasn't
apologetic at all, though, speaks for itself. As
an editor of a newspaper, you ~ould think he
would be objective, but he got all defensive
and never said, "OK, I can see how that could
have been taken out of context - my mistake."
I thought that having "ropes," as one reader put. it, on the sports front page shaped like
nooses was offensive to me. I'm not speaking
for all black people; I'm speaking for myself.
Until that reader gets "hard facts," he
should keep his comments to himself.
Were white people in the West, medieval
and Colonial times hanged for being white, or
for crimes they committed? That comment
was ignorant and has no validity. Thank you to
another reader, Ms. Seraphin, for being open
minded.
·
- NIKIA HOLLINGSWORTH

Belittlin Christianity

su~sidized

·

As a
newspaper, you have a
-CHRIS WILSON responsibility to the student body for the c?ntent you produce. While Jesus sports figurmes
and extreme sports tracts are strange, ridiculThis letter is in response to the letter to the ing those is little·more th~ setting up a
Christia:ni.ty "straw man" that,can be knocked
editor, "Feeling harassed, not protected." The
down easily.
~ writer believed that police officers are more
When
your
publication
continually
inclined to harass instead of protect and
demeans
Christianity
as
an
absurd laughing
serve.
matter, you belittle the deeply held tonvictions
'"
Your.own letter proved that they are doing
, of a large portion of the student body - with
exactly that.
its money. How is that right?
The "Vrlter stated that he "was across the
All I am asking is for the editors to .mainstreet at friend's house and [he] smoked
tain
high journalistic standards and to balance
• some pot." Ignoring that he was, in fact, .
what
has lately been a biased perspective
breaking the law by doing this, he became
regarding
the Christian faith.
indignant upon the arrival of two police officers and three resident assistants when they
- DAVID MACNEVIN
.e-, proceeded to interrogate him. He then willingEDIWR'S NOTE: '/'he Future receives no finandal subsidy from UCF or
SGA, and is entirely supported by advertising.
ly "turned over the wee!-1 ~[his] pocket." .·
News flash: Having pot on you anywhere m
• the United States is a crime. The resident .
assistants and the officers you·claimed were
· By now those of us living outside of the
on a "power trip" were actually doing their
barn know that Mel Gibson made a movie,
jobs.by confront:h1g you. If you think they were and we're not talking about Braveheart.
~. abusing their power that night, I wonder how
~ time, instead of being armed with a
. irate you would have been had they decided to claymore, Mel came armed with a copy of the
set you on a path to be prosecuted to the full
New Testament. His movie, The Passion of the
extent of the law instead of letting you off easy ·Christ, is not perfect. It has flaws, and critics ·
~ with a referral.
are quick to point tliem out.
'
Did ·you ever consider that some of your
Having seen the movie and having read
dorm-mates actually prefer not to be in an
reviews, I wonder how there can be such a
., environment filled with weed and its fumes?
profound disconnect between the substance
What's that you say? You were only "inhalof the movie and the comments springing
ing the smoke from a plant that grows natufrom critics.
rally on Earth"? This is true. There is no natI am not Mel Gibson, nor am·I Mel Gibson's
" ural law ,that states that you may not smoke
father. Try not to show your disappointment.
marijuana.
·
As·such, I can claim no professional opinion,
· However, man's law says otherwise. If you
when the subject turns to the cinematography
q are so passionate concerning 'your right to
of the film itself. I take what slow-motion and
smoke, there are numerous lobbying groups
close~up scenes Mel chooses to give me and
for the legalization of the substance. By all , · enjoy them for what they are (and enjoy them
·means, join _one. Every new person helps.
l did).
4- · Until then, l'll thank you for the immediate
If I don't like the use of certain elements;
cessation of your. unfounded plight against the such as a dove, in the film, that is my amateur
decent public servants who make UCF one of
opinion. Many critics are better suited judging
the safest campuses in the country.
this movie on its technical merits.
However, I do feel entitled to voice an opin"
· --'MATHEW RIDDELL
ion in stark contrast with the cries that the
movie is anti-Semitic. Did the critics watch
the same movie I just saw? The underlyihg
"1'
Wow. I didn't expect such a reaction to my
theme of The Passion is not about the death of
'little observation [in the Reader Views letter,
1esus. It is life.
·
"Nooses were racist," Feb. 23]. ,
.
-If Jesus was not resurrected, then pei:haps
'* I want to clear some things up, because I ,this movie might spark anti-Semitism, and we
think a lot of people are upset w:lth me for no
could all blame director Mel for that. If Christ
reason. I did not call Asl:tley Burns a racist.
died and stayed dead, then the faith of
When I wrote my letter to the editor, the subChristians everywhere is dead with him. The
,.' ject line said, "Nooses on the sports front
movie instead shows Jesus rising from the
page." Whoever does the letters to the editor
tomb after three days.
took it upon themselves to change the title to
If Jesus is alive, why argue over who killed
"Nooses were racist."
who? This is a film about the life, death and
"' So they in fact called Ashley Burns a racist,
resurrection of Christ, and not finger pointing.
not me. I would never call someone a racist
'
- STEVEN WASHBURN
unless they really are.

" Police are doing their jobs

~/111!!

a

Major~

~~~

Whose fingers are pointing?

Fu.t ures?·

·~
--~
JOE

Clarification on nooses reaction

'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Optics Day 2004 ·
A CREOL open house, demonstrating optical
phenomena and education.
February 18, 2004. 1O:OOam to 4:00pm
UCF CREOL Building
Contact: Brian Monacelli
407.823.2979
monacelli@creoL ucf~edu

UCF Graduate Studies
· Online Open House
An online chat with UCF graduate staff and faculty.
February 19, 2004. 6:00pm to 7:30pm
Log-in at www.graduate.ucf.edu
Contact: Wendy Bolyard
407.823.2766
graduate@mail.ucf.edu

Applying to Graduate School Workshop

No Plans For Spring Break?
Make a ·D ifference in V,our
Community tliis March!

Alternative

Strategies to ,gain admission into competitive graduate
programs.
February 23, 2004. 11 :30am to 12:30pm
SRC, CRC 185
Cortact: Rachel Montgomery
40'7.823.2361
· crc@mail.ucf.edu

Engineering Exp9 2004

Conference dates:
March 3th - 12th, Orlando, FL
March 15th -19th, Gainesville, FL

·

•

Graduate Research Forum
The inaugural showcase of diverse student research.
March 22-23, 2004
Student Union
Contact: Graduate Student Association
407.823.4373
gsa@mail.ucf.edu

_ct_

• Register new voters! ·
• Meet political students committed to making a
difference in the 2004 elections!
• Build skills· and meet.recruiters who will help
you get a summer job working on the 2004
elections!

.

A special event during the week-fang Engineering Week
celebration.
Febru·ary 26, 2004. 9:00am to 4:00 pm
UCF Eng II
Contact: Deah's Student Advisory Council
407.823.6222
dsaccecs@mail.ucf.edu

Spri ng

Fl o'-r ~ d a

-

major
adv~nt~ge
Visit our web site
more
for

mformat1on.

www.graduate.ucf.edu

..

To register, or for more information, check out:
'

'

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

www.projectdemocracy2004.org
www .projectdemocra!;Y2004.org

Fair

GRAD UATE STUDIES

Millican Hall 230

407.823.2766

I

graduate@mail.ucf.edu
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Men sl~ughter Campbell

..

'

••
Sports Editor

Nashville
Or bust
'

.1

We need a little less talk

33

)l •

and a lot more action

Points scored by
Dexter Lyons in his
last regular-season
men's basketball
gameat UCF.
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

From left, seniors Josh Bodden, Roberto Morentin, Rob Ross and Dexter Lyons played in their final
home game at UCF Saturday against Campbell. Theycombined for 74 points in the ~06"56 win.

109

The highest point
total ever for men's
basketball under
Coach Kirk Speraw,
recorded against
Flagler in 1999.

106-56 victory gives Knights
.22-win season as they enter
A-Sun toumatl)ent play

116

. (µ./

Games Josh Bodden
has played in his
career with men's
basketball, setting
the school record.

Staff Writer

0

Campbell players
that scored in double
figures in their 50point loss to UCF.

}

•'

•. ·

'r

Briefs
UCF softball canceled two more
games due to rain
before defeating ·
Furman 3-0 in the
Charleston Southern
Tournament in
South Carolina on
Saturday. After the
victory, the Knights
dropped two close
games to College of
Charleston-and
Akron.

-

,

{',

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Guard Dexter Lyons scored a career-high 33 points Saturday night despite playing just 24 minutes.
;..,
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Upcoming
Men's golf is in
Tallahassee today
and tomorrow to
compete in the
Seminole
Intercollegiate . ..
Women's tennis
hosts Xavier at 1
. • p.m.tomorrow at
the UCFTennis
Complex ...
SQftball will travel
to the Osceola
Softball Complex
tomorrow to
co.mpete in the
Rebel Games
against La Salle and
Loyola before
heading back home
to host a
doubleheader
against St.Johns at
2 p.m. Wednesday
at the UCF Softball
Complex .. . The
men's basketball
team takes off this
week for Nashville
as the No. 2 seed in
the Atlantic Sun
tournament. UCF
faces Jacksonville in
the first round at
f:15 p.m. Thursday.

.

Quotables
"You ·could give me
Michael Jordan, but
I'd take these guys
over MJ. any day."

- SENIOR GUARD
DEXTER lYONS ON
HIS FELLOW SENIOR
TEAMMATES

"This is a gseat way
to finish, and we're
not done yet."
·~

13, 2001, used a record 16 3pointers to capture their 22nd
win, the most the Knights have
Men's basketball sent a mes~ . achieved in one · season since
sage to their Atlantic Sun
UCF joined Division I.
Chapipionship
foes
on
· UCF will carry that win into ·
Saturday:
this
weekend's
A-Sun
They are ready.
Championship, where. an autoPartly motivated by the senmatic NCM Tournament berth
iors' last home stance, UCF
is at stake. UCF is locked into a
dominated Campbell from
No. 2 seeding and will face sevbegiru:ii:ng to end, scoring a I 06enth-seeded Jacksonville (1356 rout at the UCF Arena in the
14, 8-12 A-Sun) at 3:15 p.m .
regular season finale for both
Thursday.
'
teams.
"There is no more pressure
"That's how you set. a tone
than there is in a conference
going into a tournament,"
tournament like the Atlantic
guard Dexter Lyons said. Lyons . Sun," Coach Kirk Speraw said,
registered a career high for the
differentiating small conference
second time in as many games
tournaments from the larger
with a 33-point performance to
ones with multiple bids to the
lead all s~orers. "That's the way - NCM tournainents; "It's not
to go out as seniors. But it doesthe ACC or SEC, where it's fun
n't end here."
except for a few teanis that
The Knights (22-5, 17-3 Amust win to get _a chance.
Sun), who eclipsed the century
Because there is only one
mark for the first time since •
defeating Chicago State on Dec.
PLEASE SEE MEN ON B4

FRITZ LORISTON

- SENIOR ROB ROSS
ON UCF'SBLOWOUT
WIN OVER CAMPBEll

\

Monmouth smothered in three-game sweep
FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

UCF baseball Coach Jay
Bergman said a month ago: "If
we can be .500 at the end of
February, I'll be a happy
camper."
One month later after
sweeping their weekend series
with Monmouth, UCF has finished February with an impressive 9-3 record.
''We thought the early part of
our schedule would challenge
us quite a bit," Bergman said
after the Monmouth series.
"It's worked out well, I think, in
February for us. Pretty happy."
UCF was dominant in game
one of the series, starting things
off right with .a 13-0 beating of
the Hawks (1-6) .
Pitcher Matt Fox had a
career-high 1.4 strikeouts Friday
night, but UCF hardly needed
the strong performance as UCF
slaughtered Monmouth 13-0.
"Matt just dominated the
game, that was the game right
there," Bergman said.
It was the Knight's first
shutout win of the year. Fox,

who had a no-hitter through
five innings, went a career-high
seven innings allowing no runs
and using only 85 pitches.
"I knew they had no hits but
I wasn't worried about it, I just
tried to throw strikes," Fox said.
"I thought I had the best stuff I
had all year. I've developed a
new slider with coach Kozar; it
was working all right tonight.
My curv~ball was working good
and the end I was getting my
changeup over for strikes."
UCF set season highs in
runs and hit with thirteen of
each.
·
"Our approach at the plate
tonight was truly outstanding,"
Bergman said.
"We were
patient at the. plate, got into
some good hitters counts, we
were very selective and we're
capable of doing that." ·
Infielder Chandler 'Rose
knocked in two runs, hitting 3for-4 with a single, doubJe and a
triple - falling a -home run shy ·
of hitting for the cycle.
"Before I went up to at-bat
some of the guys in the dugout
PLEASE SEE

STINGY ONB2

BRETT HARTI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior pitcher Matt Fox improved his record to 3-0 this season after UCF's 13-0 victory Friday night. .

Women's basketball defeats Mercer, Georgia State
UCF extends five-game
winning streak in
weekend road games
MATT DUNAWAY

Ji

Staff Writer

...

The UCF women's basketball
team extended its winning
streak to five games with two
victories in the Peach State this
past weekend. The Knights :finished the regu4tr season with an
Atlantic-Sun-best 8-2 mark on

the roap..
UCF (12-12, 11-6 A-Slin)
opened the weekend by crushing Mercer 68-39 on Thursday
in the new University Center
and handed the Bears (I 0-14, 89 A-Sun) their fourth-straight
setback.
The Knights jumped out to a
19-10 lead in the first half on a
jumper by center Takira Allen
with 12:3L remaining. Allen
would finish with a game-high
20 points on 10of15 shots from
the floor.
Mercer charged back and cut

the spread to 27-21 on a free
throw by guard Jessica Miller,
but the Knights finished the first
half on a I 0-1 1iUI1 over the last
3:24.
The interior was dominated
by the Knights, who scored 24 of
their 37 points in the paint.
UCF continu.,ed with its iriside
presence, opening the second
20 minutes on a 10-0 spurt.
Forward Ali Roberts scored
four of the I 0 points during that
stretch, as the Knights built a
47-24 lead. Roberts put home
12 points in 20 minutes of play.·

For the game, UCF shot 50
percent from the field. In .addition, all I 0 KnightS who played
found their way into the scorebook. The victory was No. 50 in
A-Sun action for Coach Gail
Striegler.
UCF then traveled up I-75 to
the capital city to take on secqnd-place
Geor gia
State.
Striegler came into the game
with a 1-9 all-time mark against
the Panthers, and the Knights
had not won at the GSU Sports
PLEASE SEE

HALF-GAME ON B4

Could there have been a better
ending for this storybook season
than Dexter Lyons and the men's
basketball team annihilating
Campbell?
I have never seen a more entertaining basketball game in ·my life.
On top 'of that, our baseball team
swept Monmouth, a team whose
fans put on entertainµlg Joey
Buttafuoco look-alike contests in
between innings.
Needless to say, it was a fantastic
weekend.
Saying that Saturday night's
demolition of the Camel Toes wasn't fun is like saYing that The
Passion of the Christ is the feelgood movie of the year.
This weekend, in the country
music capital of the world, our
men's basketball team is going to
try to run the Atlantic Sun table.
Want to know something? I think
they're going to do it.
The - hits that Nashville has
given us in the past provide a sign
of what is to come. "Achy Breaky
Heart" is the story of how Behnont
will feel on its home court. 'M My
Rowdy Friends Have Settled
Down" is the story of Troy State npt
living up to its hype. Finally, ·
"Friends in Low Places" is the story
of Stetson helping us out by murdering TSU in the first round.
OK, so maybe I'm too optimistic
about the first round of the tournament. Even if Stetson does pull the
ultimate upset, beating the Hatters
for a third time this season would
be nearly impossible. But I'll take
the Hatters one more time over
meeting Troy State again.
We have to take the A-Suri tournament one · game at a time. Like
Toby Keith said, "I'm Just Talking
About Tonight." However, if the
men keep their momentum rolling,
then we'll live like Tim McGraw
and "Watch the Wind Blow By."
In the words of the UCF alums
in the band Sawyer' BrOWI'.\, "The
Race is On." One thing is for sure,
though, the Knights meet
Jacksonville in the first round on
Thursday and the Dolphins need to
imitate Rascal Flatts and start
"Praying for Daylight."
We'll meet the winner of the
Behnont/Mercer game in the second round, and the Knights will
have to do their best little Texas
impersonation and "Kick a little."
But ·I'm not worried about
Behnont. I'm not the slightest bit
worried about Jacksonville, either.
The only team I'm concerned
with is Troy State. If ~e meet up
with the '.frojans in the final round,
I'm betting that TSU center Rob
Lewin will pull a Kenny Chesney
and sing "There Goes My Life." If
we beat TSU to take it all, it won't
get much better than Montgomery
Gentry screaming "Hell Yeah.~·
·When all is said and done, I honestly feel that our boys will be
NCM Tourn:up.ent-bound. .E SPN
will say that C. Fla. has the 15th
seed, and I'll scream like Merle
Haggard, "You Never Even: Call Me
By My Name." Tell those ignorant
fools up in Bristol that we are UCF
and nothing else.
Like George Strait, I'm telling
you to "Write This Down." UCF
will win the A-Sun tournament.
We have an awesome team. We
have four amazing guys who won't
play for UCF ever again after this
week, and like Haggard crooned,
''Are the Good Times Really Over?"
Nope. Not one bit. There's
March madness in our future.
The only song that really matters is a little ditty by Lee Ann
Womack.
When the A-Sun tournament ·
comes around this week, all I'll say
to our Knights is, "I Hope You
Dance." .
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@IJCFnews.com

•
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Conference matchups prove easy for me11's tennis
NATHAN CURTIS
StaffWriter

/

The UCF men's tennis
team triumphed in a couple
of conference matches this
past weekend to remain
undefeated in Atlantic Sun
play.
On Friday the Knights
crushed Troy State, 6-1.
Saturday it was FAU's turn
to lose to the men in the
black and gold as they were
stomped, 5-2.
The Knights .looked like
their doubles woes · were
behind them as ·they
canned Troy State two out
of the possible three matches. Catalill Bradu _ and
Antonio Sierra once again
paired up to become an
unflappable duo as they
bombarded Irving Morales
and Charles van Swelm of
the Trojans 8-4 in the No. 1
spot. Right qehind them

· were Joel Allen and Simon
Jaeger, who teamed to annihilate Thaigo Pasos and
Clayton Langheim 8-0 in
the.No. 2 spot, clinching the
doubles point for the
Knights.
UCF continued to pour it
on in singles play, as all but
one match went to the
Knights. Sierra defeated
Emir B~ic, 6-2 6-0, in the
No.
2
spot.
Gabriel
Strangberg picked up the
victory in the third spot
when Robert van Swelm ·
retired to injury. Allen won
against Langheim and
Jaeger pushed past the
other Van Swelm to win, 63, 6-2 and 6-0, 6-1, respectively. Finally, Rhett Rosen
fought a battle with Chris
Harfield and was able to ·
come out on top, defeating
him 6-1, 6-7 and 10-8.·
The victory was the
Knights' second in the

Atlantic Sun and kept their Magris, 6-2, 0-6 and 7-6 in
~>Verall series with TSU a
the first position. Gursoy
perfect 6-0.
held his ground in the third
Saturday again pitted the slot when . he beat David
Knights against an in-con- Demmers, 6-3, 6-3. At this
ference · opponent. Tt,.e point, however, singles play
Knights own the series was notched at two apiece.
against the FAU Owls, win- Strangberg and Jaeger were
ning 14 of the 19 times the . unable to come up with victeams have squared off. tories at the second and
UCF got a good jump on fourth positions, respectivenumber 15, as the Knights ly, so it was up to Allen and
once again triumphed in Paul Ramy to secure the
doubles play.
match for the Knights in the
Allen and Jaeger won in final two seeds. Allen
the first position against quickly disposed of · Daniel
Antonello
Magris
and McCauley, . 6-1 , 6-1, aJ).d
Christian Paiz, 9-7. Then, · Ramy pulled through for
to give the Knights the the Knights when he beat
poi:ht, G~briel Strangberg Kevion Obletz, 6-4, 6-2.
and Ener Gursoy dominatThe wins this weekend
ed Gianfranco Dossena and pushed UCF to a .5 -7 record
Mauricio Paiz 8-1 in· the overall with a 3-0 record in
third slot.
the A-Sun. The Knights are
UCF controlled singles back in action \Vednesday,
play, as four of the six when they travel to Coral
Knights competing were . Gables to take on Miami at 6 _
. JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
victorious. Sierra overcame p.m.
Senior Antonio Sierra defeated FAU's Antonello Magris Saturday for his first victory in the No. 1 spot.

•
...
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Stingy pitcWng yields one earned run to Hawks
that we played good defense." games.
out."
· UCF starter Kyle Bono
The Knights looked to com-/
Lefties· ,Brian Brooks and
were joking with me if you. get pitched a career-high six and plete their second sweep of Mike Mercadante combined
up in the count you better take two-thirds innings, striking out the season on Sunday, and the for four shutout innings of·
at least one swing for it, so I six and allowing only one first since their opening· two- relief work out of the bullpen,
1
game set at FIU.
with Brooks notching six
did," Rose said. "I just missed earned run.
"The first inning l was a lit"\Vhen you got somebody 2- strikeoµts in just three
it but it wa's fun."
,
UCF scored seven runs in tle uncomfortable, then I 0, you got to put the clamper innings. .
The Knights struck early in
the first two innings, as both· started trying to make adjust- on them," Bergman said.
That is just what the the game, getting ahead 2-0
Dee Brown and Marshall ments and then I could make .
the pitches that I wanted," Knights did Sunday, finishing against pitcher Chris Della
Bernhardt drove in two runs.
UCF added 6 more insur- Bono said. "I just want to off the sweep with a 5-1 victo- Rocco, with Brown scoring on
\
a Ryan Bono double. Brown
ance runs in the fifth inning, make it to the seventh inning ry.
"\Vhen you got somebody had a ,f antastic series, hitting
sending ten batters to the and let the bullpen do the rest
down you got to nail the coffin .500 with six RBI's.
plate,. Center fielder Clay from there."
Junior reliever Darren in," Bergman said. "In this
·"I've just tried to get a good
Timpner had a _base i,.it to
improve· his hitting streak to Newlin pitched two and one- sit\lation I thought we came pitch to hit and drive it,"
third innings of shutout base- out and pitched well, played Brown said.
eight games.
UCF received three· more
The Knights ·have now ball, earning him his first save good defense and got otir time~
ly hits and it worked out well runs in the sixth inning,
scored more than seven runs as a college pitcher.
"Our pitching's done real for us."
capped off by a two-out RBI
in three games this season.
Right~handed
freshman · triple from right fielder Drake
"I don't know if the weather well thiS season, the young
has anything to. d9 with it, but guys have stepped up," B0110 Taylor Meier made his first \Vade. Timpner extended his
start of the year and was solid, hitting streak to a team-best
it's kind of ironic. Both times said.
Kevin Richmond got UCF going five innings and allowing ten games.
we scored a lot of runs in cold ·
on the board in the second only one run.
' .·
UCF starts conference play
weather," Rose said.
· In Saturday's game, UCF · inning with two-out triple to · Meier gof a groundball dou- on Friday when the Kriights
made the plays when it need- score Ryan Bono. Brown's ble play to get out of each of travel to Nashville to play
· Lipscmnb.
ed to and got some outstapd- bases-loaded single in the fifth the first three innings.
Meier:
"ljust
threw
'
Said
inning
knocked
in
two
more
ing pitching as the KJ:rights
runs ·to make the lead 3-0. strikes, got the ground balls to
won again, 4-1.
"bur pitching staff did Timpner doubled in the sev- turn 'the double play, I had
another good,.· solid job," .enth inning and then scored trust in my team to do the job.
Bergman said. "\Ve had a lit- UCF's fourth run, extending I throw the fastball down and
tle defensive mess-up, besides ·his hitting streak to nine in · and they tend to ground
FROM

Bl

Infielder
Chandler Rose
finished just a
home run shy of
hitting for the
cycle Friday night
against
Monmouth. Rose
batted .4tlo in
this weekend's
series against
the Hawks.

••
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Attend .all required classes or make-up sessions,
complete all scheduled tests, and do
I
your homewo~k. If your score doesn't improve 'On test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
.or a prior official test scor-e, you can choose to repeat our program for free ,or get a
full refund of your tuition~* It's that simple.

'
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imsports-ucf-edu

AVA fUNAHASHI
Contributing Writer

Burritos leave Goal Getters
with heartburn, heartache
Last Tuesday the undefeated and favored Pepitos
Burritos looked as though
they had some competition as
the first half of the women's
soccer final ended in a 1-0
Goal Getters lead. But that
wouldn't last long as Burritos'
Lauren Kelly scored , the
team's first goal in the first 10
seconds of the second half.
Sarah Hughes and Stephanie
Henniques each had a goal
contributing to the Pepitos 3-1
win over the Goal Getters.
:?e key to the Pepitos

Burritos being able to say on
top was solid goal keeping by
women's tournament MVP
Linzee Willete. · Willette said,
"\Ve played a strong defensive
game and picked it up in the
second half. I couldn't have
'Cione it Without my team."

tournament MVP, made many
beautiful saves "to keep the
undefeated two years running
tradition going," McNally said.
Chunga Harris added another
goal to the 3-0 victory twotime champion Futballin' had
over the Smurfs.

Futballin' does what Gargamel
couldn't - beat the Smurfs

Dude, where's my defense? Twist
of Cain beats Dudes to win Rec '

In the men's competitive
Twist of Cain · dominated .
soccer final, Futballin' .met up The Dudes in the men's recrewith Smurfs for the second ational soccer final. In the
time this season. Their first first. half it looked as though
meeting was week one of reg- we knew who each team's goular season, which ended in a to men were. Twist of Cain
4c3 win for Futballin'. \Vith was lead by Robert \Valters'
Futballin' undefeated and two goals and Jeremy Bray's
Smurfs' only loss being to one goal. The Dudes were
Futballin', this game seemed lead by Gerred Yska's two
sure to be a tough fight. goals, giving Twist 'of Cain a 3Chunga Harris put Futballin' 2 lead at halftime. Twist of
on the board first as it took a Cain kept_up the scoring as ,
1-0 lead in the first half. \Valters' shot and scored on a
Alejandro Dela:ire hit a left- , penalty kick, giving him his ·
footed 25-yard shot that hat trick, while Alexander
blazed through the Smurfs' / Derostaing added two more
keeper, giving Futballin' a 2-0 ·goals to defeat The Dudes 6-3.
lead. The. Smurfs has many Men's recreational tournachances to score, but Brian ment MVP went to Twist of
McNaljy, men's competitive Cain's Robe ~Walters.

·r,;

LSAT: Classes Begin Sunday, March 7,,., 2004
GMAT: Classes Begin Sunday, March 14, 2004
GRE:. Classes Begin Monday, March 22, 2004
.
...
MCAT: Classes Begin Tuesday, March 16, 2004:

i '

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN

•Test names are regt~tered trademar1<S of their respective ~rs.

**To be eligible for th[s offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score rePQrt and your
course materials within 90 days.

&

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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SAVE BRIGHT FUTURES SCHOLARSHIP
Meet at the Union at 6:00 am • · Leave Tal.lohassee at 6:30 pm
.free Food & Beverages: .o t SloppyJoe's SpeOke~· will indude

·
Miss America and Senator·Constantine

RSVP: strainor@mail.ucf.·e du

or 407-82~2193 ,

by Ma·rc:h 5, 2004

•

Fun ded by Activity and Serviee Fee through
the Stuaent Government Assodario.n. ·

-- .

..
~

"?'

atthe
•,

Inside workshops/classes
11 :30
. 12:00
· 12:30
12:00-1 :00
1 :30-2:30
12:30-1 :30
. 2:00-3:00
1 :30
2:00
2:30

12:00
12:30
1 :00
1,·30

"7ucF i6if.... •
~

Meditation
Meditation
Meditation
Feng Shui
Feng Shui
Pi Iates
Yoga
Relaxation SessJon
Relaxation Session
Relaxation Session

Presented by
The UCF Campus Well ness Center
and The Student \/Vellness Advocate Tea m
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DOUBLE FEATUR ES

Redshirt freshman Ben Stout, left, momentarily stole the spotlight
Saturd~y night, as he scored his first-ever basket at the UCF Arena.

BRm HART / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
.

· Senior Rob Ross, top, scored 19 points against Campbell.Above,
1,994 fan~ showed up to express their support for the seniors.

.

Men head to Nashville Thursday
getting to . start," Ross said,
FROM B1
. who finished with a cateerchance, and that is the dream high 19 points, including four
of every player and every shots from long range. "I just
school in the country."
· ·gave it my all and held it doWn.
The Camels (3-23, 3-16 A- But we still have work to do."
Sun), who came into the
Campbell did not reach
matchup at the bottom of the double digits on the. scoreleague's standing, were over- board ·until the 6:27. mark of
whelmed from the start as an the first half, ,while the
emotional senior class took Knights finished the first half
the floor for the last time tn · on a 20-12 run, taking a 62-25
front of the home crowd.
intermission lead.
Robert Ross, who got the
UCF did not let up in the
starting nod for th.e first time second half; as Josh Bodden
as a Knight, wasted no time in and Troy Lindbeck hit . the
letting his presence be felt, tying · and record-breaking
drilling a 3-poi:Ilter in the first three-point shots, respectively.
offensive possession as the Seven different Knights hit at
Knights started the game on least one shot from lon'g
. an 18-2 spurt, which was range~
highlighted by three triples
Bodden rounded out the
from Lyons.
double-digit scorers with 13
"It's the greatest feeling . . . points,
while
Roberto
playing at home and finally Morentin added nine points

·

Conf.

w

Team
Troy State
UCF

L

w

18 2

22
22
20
19
1·2
12
13
9
9
7

17 3
15 5
14 6
10 ."10
9 11
8 12
6 14
6 14
4 16
3 1]"

~.elmont

. • Georgia State

Stetson
Mercer
Jacksonville
Florida Atlantic
Gardner-Webb
Lipscomb
Campbell

.. Overall

Arena since the 1999 Atlantic
Sun tournament.
That streak came to end on
Saturday afternoon. Behind 24
points from guard Celeste
Hudson and the fourth career
double-double by Allen (20
points and 10 rebounds), UCF
held on, to beat Georgia State
59-53.
The game was nip and tuck
for the majority of the first half;
but the Knights were able to
push the lead out to 29-23 with
1:51 to go on a lay-up by guard
Shayla Smith. The two teams
traded baskets as UCF (13-12;
12-6 A-Sun) took a 31-25
spread mto the locker room.
Again the Knights asserted
their force on the inside, scoring 24 of their 31 points in the
opening 20 minutes, and held
four-time "Player of th~ Weel(
Patechia Hartman to 4 points.
Hartman got back on track
on the second half and hit a .
three-ball with 10:31 left on
the clock to trim the lead to 43-·
38. Hartman would pace GSU
(15-10; 12-6 A-Sun) with 17
points.
But it was Hudson who continued to hit clutch shots for.
the Knights. The sophomore
guard canned back-to-back trifectas and pushed the lead
back out to 53-40.
- UCF returns home to take
on Jacksonville (3-22; 1-17 ASun) and Stetson (12-13; 10-8
A-Sun) to conclude the regular
season. The game against
Jacksonville is slated for 7 p.m.

8
14 ••
17
14
18
20
21
24

Women's
A-Sun
standings

Around the Atlantic Sun
Stetson and Troy State join
Lipscomb, Belmont, Georgia
State and UCF with clinched
spots in the A-Sun tournament
that is less than two weeks
away in Dothan, Ala. GSU has
now lost four-straight games .
and dropped out of the top spot
into a third-place tie with UCF.
The two Nashville schools,
Belmont and Lipscomb, are
tied for the No. 1 seed with
Mercer and Florida Atlantic at
9-9. The Bears and OwJs are in
possession of the final two
spaces, with Campbell on the
outside looking in. The Camels
are two games off' the pace,
and host Mercer along with
Georgia State in No. 2 must
win games if CampbeU wants
to make the postseason.

Upsetoftheweekend
Florida

Atlantic

over

Georgia State, 61-58

This was .a matchup of two
squads going in the opposite
· directions on Thursday. FAU
stayed red-hot and won its
fourth-str~ght game, whereas
GSU stayed ice-cold and lost its
third in a roW. The Owls were
paced by a .career-high game
ft.om guard Sharia Young, who
scored 14 of her 15 points in
the second half. In addition,
forward Trineca McCloud
posted her sixth double-double
of the season with 13 .points
and 13 rebounds.
"lt was a very tough win,"
said FAU Coach Chancellor

Limited Time Offer: 3/l/04 - 4/25/04 ·

?

along with.five rebounds.
, ·"We h_ave had some awfully
good teams over the years.
This teams is the most consistent," Speraw said of his fust
22-win squad in his lQ:year
tenure at UCF. "They are also
the most unselfish group."

Thursday at the UCF Arena.

B1

HAVE THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS!

1

L
5
5

3

Classic Steak & Shrimp S11.99

-

Men's
A-Sun
~
..... standings

Half-game separates four teams
FROM

. Teriyalci Steak & Coconut Shrimp S11.99
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· You call it in. We bring it out.
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.407-282-2055
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12-103 Collegiate Way, Orlando
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STRAIGHT TEETH. NO BRACES.

now available for teens and more complex treatment!

Overall
Team .
Lipscomb
Belmont
". Georgia State
UCF
Stetson
Troy State
Mercer
Florida Atlantic
Campbell
Gardner-Webb
Jacksonville

13
13
12
12
10
10
9
9
7
4
1

6.
6
6
6
8
8
9
9
11
14
17

w

L

16
15
15
13
12
11
11
10
9

11
11
10.
1:2
13
14
14
15
16
20
22

5
3'

Dugan. "Hats off to the girls
. who really executed well down
the stretch."
The Owls return home to
take on Stetson ·Thursday in ·
Boca Ra.ton.

,I

Protecting the home floor
Going into the weekend,
OCF's team to watch was
Stetson. The Hatters went 1-1
' at the Edmunds Center this
weekend against the top of the .
league. After dropping a 78-72
decision to Behnont on
Thursday, Stetson responded
with a 65-50 victory over firstplace Lipscomb on Saturday.
. Senior guard Linda Palonen.
notched a career-high 16
points and dished out 5 assists
in the win, while senior forward Kristy Brown added 12
points of her own. The Bisons
attempted a second halfcomeback, but couldn't get any closet than six points. Stetson coneludes the regular season witfi
trips to FAU and UCF.

~ .. your

·~

experienced specialists
in Invisible Orthodontics •

Dr. ·D avid R. Lach,· DDS, MS, .PA'
Your #1 radio source on campus·for UCF athletics.
For a broadcast schedule visit our web site at
http://wnsc.ucf.edu or turn to CH. 21

L,

407-359-1960
www. lach-ortho. com
'/
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
. 350

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
HelpWanted:Part-Trme
HelpWanted:full-Tnne
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
ForSale:General ForSale:Automotive
ForSale:Homes

i;,ucF
"

Services
Retail
Events: Campus
Events: Greek life
Events: OfHampus
Travel
WO!Ship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
999 lost & Found
400
450
500
525
550
600
700
800
900

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 am. : 5p.m.

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classilieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ: Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA:, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Bartenders wanted_
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Campus Wellness Center
NOWHIRINQ!

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
s.ummer swim classes F/T, PIT
$10.00-$12.00/hr +bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and change the
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.net

,•
This Job is for YOU if you enjoy•••

D
D
D

promoting· hea.lth. and fitness to fellow UCF students
worki·n.g with a positive~ dedicated and energetic
team of student~ and ,s taff,and
participating in spring retreat and summer training
~

More informati'on and application forms are availabfe
on line _at www.shs.ucf.edu/wellness_employment.htm
or at the Campus Wellness Center (on the first floor of the
Recreation and Welfness Center-RWC i 11 ).
(407) 823-584 l. Please return y0ur application an
~\

'

schedule an i'nterview with us by March 26th.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY: ENTRY
l,.EVEL POSITION IN A LAW FIRM •
Winter Park commercial law firm has an
entry level business/real estate litigation
legal assistant position available.
Excellent career opportunity for an
intelligent, motivated, independent,
organized and proactive individual.
Strong computer skills and work ethic
required. Competitive s_alary, benefits
and-excellent working conditions. Please
e-mail resume in confidence to
MBLUCZAK@EARTHLINK.NET.
PT position as shipping/receiving clerk.
Good health, able to lift 80 lb boxes and
use computer. Flexible hours but
demanding during book rush. Good
wage and benefits. dtox@nebook.com
AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA coed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic men and women wanted for
all activities and counselor positions.
Good Salary. Great Experience.
internships Available. Visit our web site,
www.campnockamixon.com to schedule
an on campus interview for March 2 .

Attractive Female Wanted
18+ to assist in the implementation of a
. Reality type entertainment project.
Outgoing personality with a sense of
adventure is ideal. NO nudity involved.
Will pay cash plus future residuals.
Please e-mail p_ic and phone $ for an in
person meeting. tad072~01@yahoo.com .

Egg Donors Needed $3,000

?

-

Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
20-30, info is confidential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsuitants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941 -377-3978

Avalon Park resident seeking
p/t nanny paying $8/hr must have
references, exp. w/newboms, flex.
schedule, and reliable transportation.
Please call Nancy .@ 407-736-1 218
to set up an appt.

Actresses I Models
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384-9313.
Ask for Ben.
Get Paid for Your Opinions! .
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.
FT/PT Data Prep Analyst. Florida Mall
area. Strong knowledge. of Access and
Data Sorting. For more info about Action
Mail or to submit your info email:
sales @actionmaiiservices.com

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

It's not our fault.
We ,pay $180/m.o nth
C_a sh for your plasma.
Walk-Ins Welcome!

DCI BIOLOGICALS

1900 Alaf(]ya Trail, Suite 500

(321) 235-9100
~~where it Pays to Care''

HELP WANIJID
2 Issues (1 week):
$15/wk
8 Issues (4 weekS): · $14/wk
24 Issues (12 weeks): $13/Wk

Bolding:

$1/wk
$1/wk

Large HCadline:

LOCAL

SI'UDENI'

$10/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five Jines, 35
characters per line. $1Jwk for each additional line .

Vista Lakes is riow hiring Pool Staff
·attendants for our upcoming busy
summer season. Basic job description
consists of keeping a safe and fun
environment for all Vista Lake residents.
You must be able to swim! Wages : $8
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR , First
Aid, or Lifeguard certifications. For more
information call (407) 207-1241 .

Summer Jobs
• Seven Weeks

Roadhouse Grill
Restaurant Hourly Interviews
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S.
Orange Ave: anytime Mon.-,Thurs. 2-5pm
(No Appt. Nee.). Ask tor mgr. on duty.
Directions 407-481-2991 .

,i

AD RATES

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

• $2100

• Room & Boord Included
·• Co-Ed Comp

EARN UP TO $800/WK! AT HOME. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! PROCESS
HUD/GOVT REFUNDS
1-800-322-1856.

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp ·
(FEYC) needs male and
female Summer Camp
Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight camp
located off of Highway 450 in
Umatilla, Florida. The camp
runs June 7-July 24. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250
or 352-669-9443 ext. 250.

Approx 30 hrs/wk as Textbook Assist.
Research & data entry, lots of details,
good typist. Able to work independently.
Flexible hours, comp. wage & benefits.
dfox @nebook.com

FEMALE MOD.ELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8"
to 5'10". For lingerie photo &
portfolio demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about f ree photos!

Great Summer Camp Jobs
Counselors, Lifeguards, Nurses, Boating
Instructors, Arts & Crafts Director,
and Equestrian Assistants
wanted tor live-in positions 6/1 7/26. Salary+ meals and housing. Call
1-800-347-2688 or email
kkeene @girlscouts-gateway.org. EOE
_Appointment Setter for Insurance
Agency. FT/PT. Must have reliabl e
transportat ion, flexibility, and great phone
voice. Please call J essica. 407-829-2471
or fax 407-829-3306.

Movie Extras/
Models Need.eel
For statewide produdions.
Now seeking neY( talent
for various auditions.
Nolxp~•e·q7
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UP TO , :: DO/DAY,

1;.800-118-7520
.SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program 6/14-8/6 for children
ages 5-13. WSJ/Lifeguard & Maintenance
Aides (5/04-9/04). Exp. desirabl_e. Apply
at City of Plantation (west .of Ft.
Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave., Plantation,
FL 33317aallen. Attn: Personnel or
email: lnipp@plantation.org.

Telephone Pros Needed in our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/PT
candidates w/ great comm. skills in an
inbound/outbound environment. Hourly
wages + huge comm. Benefits incl.
medical, dental, & vision, direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID T RAINING. Please
contact 407 -331-3934 or email
eddie@directactivation.com.
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
.residential & commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have clean
driving record, strong work ethic, &
excellent customer service skills. We
offer excellent wages + tips, & bonuses.
407-816-09 15-_ We are located west of
the airport at 2901 McCoy Rd , between
Conway ~md Orange Ave.

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque iakefront
locations and exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag
football , roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
gymnastics, dance, horsebac~ riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts,• silver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature st11dy,
radio/ electronics, theatre, costumer,
pi&no accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial; nanny. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
S00-997-4347. Or apply oniine@ www.takajo.com or www.trippiakecamp.com . •

Smallpox
Vaccine
Study
'I

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact witt) children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878 .
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
WWW .ocrc.net

.
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Part Time Sales (20-25
hrs/wk) needed for exciting non-profit association
near UCF. Sales of
associations products
and services by phone.
Fun atmosphere, great
experience!

Fax resume to:
407.380.5588

~

ACROSS FROM WATERFORD LAKES
TOWN CENTER
3bd/2 1/2ba, fully furn., except room to .
be rented. W/D. Gated. $450+util. Avail.
Now! Call 301-526-0829 ask for Kobla.
Rm/Ba avail. in 2bd/2ba Christian home.
Clean. Nice neighborhood w/ bus line.
Spacious. Fridge, TV, W/D, hot tub, etc.
No drugs/smoking/pets. $485/mo. incl.
util. lJCF AREA. 407-282-4009.
3/2 for rent w/ 2 car garage, full kitchen,
hardwood floors, and fenced in yard.
$950/mo. plus deposit.
Minutes from UCF.
Please call 407-970-3114
4/2 near UCF with pool and lawn service
provided by owner. Avail April 1st. No
pets, responsible students welcome.
$1200/mo. Nice neighborhood. LM @
407-678-9893.

4

Laser Institute
~ ofAmerica
www.laserinstitute.org

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base +comm. Gas & med
insurance. Call Nick 407-296-0430.
Summer Sales Reps Needed
Make $20,000 to $75,000 in 4 months
no sales experience needed. Corporate
housing provided in Atlanta, Georgia.
Relocate and have a summer
experience to remember. Make enough
to pay for school and don't worry about
' money for the rest of the year.
Call us at 1-888-333-Bravo
leave a message if interested.
Loan Originators
Nation's leading lending co. No exp. or
lie. required. Earn full time pay with part
time work. Set your own work schedule.
Call Nick 407-657-0154.
Environmental Company seeks
motivated ambitious individuals to
expand product awareness in local
'market area. Excellent compensation,
flexible hours. Please call 800-853-0027

House for Rent. 3/2. 2 miles from UCF.
On University Blvd. close to 417.
Move-in special. Incl. W/D. Can rent by
rooml Lake view. Rent very negotiable.
Call 407-677-0056.
www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
1O min from UCF. M/F. $450/mth.
All util. incl. plus cable modem.
. Call Lee 772-528-6347.

,,

UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

$395/mo. ($1 00 off!) All Util. Incl. Village
@ Science Dr. Sublease a clean room
w/priv. bath. Lots of amenities! Avail.
Immediately! Call 407-721-4550.

'Iii
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!!

1Bd/1 Ba in 2Bd/2Ba condo $440/mo.
Utils. incl. cable, roadrunner, gym, pool,
and parking. NS. 15 mins from UCF.
321-945-1201 or email
realestate_sedenu@yahoo.com .

•••
..•••
•
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) .Would you like to provide academic.assistance to
incoming freshmen students atUCF?

Stunning 212 apt. Wood floors, new
appliances, W/D, vaulted ceilings,
pool, and tennis. Hunter's Reserve
$875/mo. Must see! 3 mos. free rent
Call 305-775-2063.
Room available NOW mins from UCF
Female needed for Sublease in 3/3 apt.
NO SEC. DEP. OR MOVE-IN FEE REQ.
All utils included/fully furn. Only $485/mo.
or negotiable rent. 561-676-5073.

..

..
•• •
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) Do you possess good communication skills?

--

..,

UCF AREA CONDO FOR RENT
212 condo in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $780/mo. Trash, water
and sewer incl., W/ D, scm porch and
lake view. Call 407-310-6583.

oth questions, you are encouraged to apply for:

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book-shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month
+sec. dep. & 6 mo. min. lease.
Call Linda 407-366-2650.

"S.ummer
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tation Advising 2004'

The osition includes the followin
>An intensive tii-aining period
) A 10 to 25 hour workweek (
weekends).

on May 3. Unitial training hours are flexible)
of 9 a~m and 5 p.m. wI od:asional evenings and

,

)Salaryo
J)
-..11'

tr,
ll

WANTED:

_}l ...
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Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money

es and

Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
AH You Need is a Computer l an Intemet Connedion

%· .

.•weeK. ,

Commission
Tuition Reimbursement
(Prior sales exp. a plus)

For More Info, Please Visit:

•

•

"1UCF-·

-----Fii:s
- t -Ye-a -r'fransli
-tlo-ns_ _ _ __

www.SurveysForStudents.com

__,

Uri!t of AcademicDeyclop1m01ta1irlRete.t111ou·
Division of Student-Development and EnioJ!ment Services

The Universil)'of \:e~tral Florida hi"lS US cit~•"-' and lawfully au1~or~ aliemmri<e" who can ~oe:empio~t el!gihility within three
afte, hire!\san agency QI the Smte ,
6f f100da. UCF makes all SP.ilteh records..including trrniscri p~a\·allabJe for public.review. The Universify is anEqual Opporruolty/ Equal.Access/Affirmative Action Hn'lployer.
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DialAmerita Marketing,

where opportunities and a fun
environment are all a art of the ·ob.
• flexible schedules
-. guaranteed salaries ,
.' " paid training_
,
• weekly payclteiks

1[

We have immediate openings and
you get to choose a schedule that's
flexible for you. No experience
is necessary~ we'll get you up and
ru·nning with complete confidence.
We offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.

I

I

.:

•
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s 100 sign on bonus!

Call now and set up an ' ·
immediate,interview @
E. Orlando 407-243-9400 or
· Winter Park 407-673-9700

I

I"
I

Wednesday, March 1 7, 2004
.1 0 : 0 0 .A.IVI -

TCBY Treats, the· country's best
yogurt, Is hiring for PT position..Cake
decorating exp. preferred. Flex. hrs.
Apply within at 1945 Aloma Ave.
407-671-2888 ask for Bob.

BROKE?
Don't get a Job, get a Life! Work for
yourself and make $600 to $1,000
weekly from home, just part-time!
Listen to this: 1-800-366-1375
x7608.
Valet parking attendants ne~ded for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131 .
AQUATICS POSITIONS
(PIT, Seasonal) Lifeguard ($7.25/hr).
Must have current CPR for the
professional rescuer, first aid and
lifeguard training. Senior Guard
($8.50/hr), the above +water safety.
Instructor Head Guard ($9.25/hr). the
above + exp. leading. Water Aerobics
Instructor ($14.00/hr), Current CPR, first
aid certif. and Aquatic Exercise Assoc. or
equiv. App. materials may be piBked up
at City of Oviedo, Human Resources,
400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765.
EOE-M/ F/DN-Drug-Free Workplace

· ~:00

I

~I

·PlVI ,

Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
Advantages ofAttending:

Young Christian family in Sandlake Point
is looking for a reliable p/t nanny for 2
young children. Own transportation and
exp req, NS, able to work reg weekly
schedule. 407-355-3998 or 407-312-0073
Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses.'Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

~,i

•

Do you like••.
• A work location near UCF?
• Acasual work environmeot?
•Flexible hours?
•Great pay?
Then Trader Pu~lishing
is for you!

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Su mmer/Fall Schedule
Planning Assistance
Explore Different Majors
Explore Different' Careers
Opportunity to Meet
Faculty Advisors
Opportunity to Talk
With Academic and
Career Advi~ors
Opportunity to_Chan!Je
Your Major
Declare a Major
Find Out About
Minor Programs

ajor Tod, y,
Acareer Tomorrow''
''A.

•

Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

.. .;<)~
:

UNJVERSJTY OF CENTRAL FLOfUOA
Great' opportunity with a local moving
company looking 1or customer service
representative. Wages commensurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.
Accounting manager. Must have degree
in accounting or 2 yrs. exp. in acct. field.
Must have exp. with Excel. Excellent
wage and benefits. Typical hours 12 to
9pm. dfox, nebook.com

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at
_3451 Technological·Aye., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

CAREER RESOURCE. CEN'Tl!R

For more information visit the CRC at:
Student Resource Center
/Build 7G
407-823-2361
www.crc.ucf.edu

Sponsored by
Unit of Ae>1dcmic J)evclopment and Retention
Division ofStudcnt "Oevelopmcnt and Enrollment Scrvkcs
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Crossword

FREE RENT

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

..

Heather Glen
. Apartments

407-657-0011
~
-

Room avail in 4/2, private bed, share
bath w/one other person. $440/mo
includes all util. F only. Mins from UCF.
Call (941) 720-1886
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321"-229-1426.
NEED AN APARTMENT
FOR THE SUMMER?
., ,;, Studio apartment avail. May 5 - Aug 15 ·· ·
off Goldenrod, btw Colonial and Lake
Underhill. 500 sq. ft., new dw, new W/D
in the unit, $549/mo., no short term lease
fees, $35 appl fee covered.
Cail 407-414-5414.

250P.MMMM

... ~~~~~k!il~
Room avail in 4/2 house close

(I

.,•

to UCF. Large ·backyard, hot tub,
WID, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless Internet &
storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll.
Call for lnfo."321-230-0658.
Room for Rent. $350/mo. all inclusive.
Behind UCF. 10 min. drive. Plenty of
parking. 1/4 acre of land. Call Steve at
407-281-4345.
Room for rent in 2/2 towntiouse. 5 min
from UCF, 17x 13 bdrm & bath. M/F no
pref. Fully furn. except bdrm.
$385/mo. + 1/2 util. Avail.' now.
Call Brad @ 407-8'o8-8039

I> 2 M/F wanted for furnished BDflM in new

'

3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pocil & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

2 roommates ·needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethernet. Brand
new home less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
~I
Call 239-841 -6600.
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. 1O min.
. from UCF. Alafaya Woods area.
~ $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet, W/D, cable
& phone. Furn. if needed. Call
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263
'
after6 p.m.

2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOWI!! Email: klelnst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.

412 House 2 mi. behind UCF. $350/mo.
:t-1/4 util. Furl). common area, pool table,
dart board, high speed Internet, cable
and movie channels. Call 407-365-2470.
Roommate needed to share large quiet
home near downtown. Mins from UCF,
Valencia, public transportation.
$370-400/mo. Util incld. Lrg yard, quiet
neighborhood. No pets, no children.
. Call 407-658-9190.
1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. Call 407-312-5583 or
407-681-9289.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake. .
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry /Todd@ 954-753-2247.
3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share
utils. Spacious·bedrooms, liv. room, din.
room, kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room,
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean.
$400/ mo. Call Jen.561 -351-8906.

Large bedroom, huge-walk in closet,
' private bathroom, utilities, cable,
water and trash included in rent.
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of amenities.
Call 407-384-7080.
1/1 in 2 Bd Apt. Female Preferred
' Fully furnished, all utilities included
except phone. Please contact
wlaroy@aol.com or 904-745-4717 for
more info.
1bd/1 bath in 3/3 avail. ASAP. Lease
ends July 31st. Mins from UCF.
$300/mo. includes all utilities, kitchen,
and W/D. Please call (727) 809-3862.
REDUCED RENT! 1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at
Pegasus La'nding. Fully furn., incl. all ·
util., cable, and W/D. $425/mo. Avail.
Immediately! Call 407-362-3625 or
407-694-2535.
1/1 apt. at University House. 5 mins from
UCF. $450 incls. all utils, cable, &
ethernet. Very clean apartment.
Avail. immediately! 561-477-6650.

Looking _F or Summer Housing??

2nd floor bd w/ loft in a 4/2 in Jeff lofts.
$500/mo for May - Aug 3, incl. all
util. with ethernet, tanning and extras.
BRAND NEW, clean, furn., great F
roommates. Rent neg., 321-698-4591.
1/1 Furnished in 4/4 Apt in Village
at Alafaya Club. $479/mo. Incl. all
utilities, cable, & shuttle. M only.
Avail. May 1st for 3 months
Call Adam (407) 313 - 8121
1bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.! All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.
Sublease 1 BD of 4/3.5 townhome at
University House. Cable, ethernet
utilities, furniture, pools, W/D
· all incl. $468/mo. F only. Beg. 5-1-04.
Call Shannon 904-753-1459 ASAP.
· Pegasus Landing
212 avail. ASAP thru July
All utll., ethernet, 3 HBO's, & much
more!! No move-in fees!
Call Jenn 321-213-0205
Private 1bd/1 ba in 4/4 apt.
$479/mo. including all utll, cable,
free shuttle. Avail. mid-April, 1st mo.
free. F only. Only mlns to UCF.
Call Arianne@ 407-313-7688.
Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
Immediately! 580/m 1st mon paid. call
321-626-2238.
111 in 4/4 apt. av!iil. now! Lease ends
July 31st. $480/mo. incl. util., fully furn.,
cable, Internet, phone, UCF Shuttle, lots
of amenities. F o.nly. Mins. from UCF will
discount. Call 321-754-1930.

~FOR SALE:
(W:..
General
HP iPaq 1190
bought laptop... don't need it! My loss is
your gain. Good condition. Paid $300.
Sacrifice for $150/0BO. Please call
321-544-5225.

BED - Brand new double-sided queen
pillow-top set, with warranty, can deliver,
$110. 407-275-0935
Beautiful Wedding Dress for Sale
Want to save $ on your wedding?
Like-new dress & accessories
Only $500 Call 407-595-7945 for
photo via email or to see In person.

'96 Cadillac Seville STS Excellent
condition. Runs great, well maintained.
Asking $6,995.
Please call 407-435-1753
SCOOTERS
Lot's of fun and great gas sa~er. Easy ·
to park around campus or apt.
complex. No motorcycle insurance or
,
helmet req. (but recommended).
Prices start from $650.00+ Call
321-663-6359 or E-mail
salepblc01@msn.com.

2Bd/2Ba Condo For Sale
Beautiful lake view located 2 min. from
UCF. Tiie floors & Berber carpet, Screen
porch. Hurry it won't last long!
$107,900 Call 407-310-6583
Casselberry 211 condo for sale.
Completely renovated in community w/
lake access. Easy access to major roads
& transportation. $78,900. Please call
Melissa w/ Legacy @ 407-341-0330

A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFReal Estate@yahoo.com.

500 Watt Sony Receiver,

Florida Dating Online for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
.Mention you are a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com.

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

1bd/1 ba in 4/4 @ Peg. Landing. All util.
incl. Great roommates-Avail. ASAP!
MUST SELL! - Lease ends 7/31 /04.
$480/mo. Call Angela 407.- 362-4258.

King size waterbed, great looking
headboard, plenty of storage
underneath, excellent for air mattress.
Asking $250.
Please call 407-359-8708

1/ 1 apt. in Village at Alafaya Club for
Sublease. Available May 1st. $479/mo .
includes all amenities. 321-287-3540.

BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.com

Place·your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com

BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes. ·$450
407-275-0612

..

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Fo·rce,
there's no telling what·
you'll work on~
(Serinusly, we-,can't tell you.)

© 2004 Tri>une Medi;i; Services, lnc.
All rights reserved.

· 6 Governor's
domain
7 Foot structure
8 Exhausts
9 Hamming it up
.10 Greenspan or
Ladd
11 Conrad Hiiton,
e.g.
12 Wallach of "Baby
Doll"
13 Buddy
19 Keep mum
21 Easily misled
person
26 Raw minerals
27 Mall happening
29 Battering
device
30 "_ Life Is It,
Anyway?"
35 Fixes In
• position
DOWN
36 Arduous
Racers' grp.
journey
Recorded
37 A and the
Bluish purple
List-ending abbr. 38 Apache leader
40 Be in debt
Football plays

...
"'"'

.

Sponsored by

407-677-4077
BUSINESS CARDS
G 'R AD.UATIONS
WEDDING & MORE
43 Museum
manager
44 Wry face
48 Degrades
49 Dormant
50 Music system
53 Lover of Daphnls

56 Time of fasting
57 New Mexican art
colony
58 Traditional
wisdom
59 Inmate
60 Sheep-ene

Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 3/4

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc: In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650
or e-mail lbgtutor@ yahoo.com.

computer armoire $250, sofa bed/love
seat $895, Beige sectional $695, Dining
glass table w/4 beige chairs $695, rattan
kitchen set $350, JVC 200 home CD
changer $75, Cocktail table/ matching
end tables $100. Visa/MC accepted
407-435-1753

1
2
3
4
5

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY

COUCH & LOVESEAT
All new matching Italian leather set.
Can deliver, $895.
407-275-7626
5 speakers and 4 stands, $150.
.Big blue w/bejge border rug, $25.
Must sell! Call Sam at 407-709-5098.

ACROSS
1 Book of fiction
6 Satisfy fully
1O Attention getter
14 Baker or Loos
15 Remove fat
16 Gwen Verdon in
"Damn Yankees"
17 Summer
ermine
18 Like gymnastics·
20 Exercised
authority
22 Danza film,
"Going_!'
23 Come to regret
24 Take a chair
25 _ Alamos, NM
28 Capture again
30 • _ Get Fooled
Again"
31 One of the
Gershwins
32 Tavern quaff
33 Weaving or
Black
34 Slithery fish
35 Postage
38 "I _ Rhythm"
39 Vikinglike
41 Go wrong
42 Highest cards
44 Cut grass
45 Asian holiday
46 Certain
47 Ryan and
Shaquille
51 Schuss
52 Full-house sign
53 Theater signal
54 Night flyer
55 Forget the past
and start anew
59 Of the sky
61 Deleated rival
62 "The Virginian"
author Wister
63 "Typee" sequel
64 Dancjng Castle
65 Cozy abode
66 Got up
67 Basil sauce .

TYPING/TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES
Over 30 years exp. Expertise in all
academic formats. Rush projects
welcome. Across from UCF.
Call 407-273-9543 or email
Karen@workinprogressllc.com

For appointments call: Letty, Lisette or Celcilia
at (407)-830-9274 or (407)830-6262

Pregnant?

You'll notice the differen-ce in your lawn.
Not in your wallet.

Loving Couple Seeking to Complete
'
Family.
Florida couple looking to adopt newborn
to 6 mo. old baby to complete our family.
We are a middle-class, professional
couple with lots of love to give. After
trying to conceive for over 2 years, we
deciped about a year ago that adoption
is the right choice for us! O~r child has
already been born in our hearts & we
eagerly await his/her arrival! Please call
1-jeart of Adoptions (800) 590-1108 for
more info & to view our full profile.
Please ask for Amy & ref. # 102. Agency
lie.# 1202-61 .

.

•
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, L THIS SUMMER

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon . Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be 21 +, outgoing, have a
great smile, & car! Fun job, come join our
team. 407-977-0569 or 407-701-7432.
· $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Take dasses in AWKA!
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
T<>ll free 866-404-70.21

II
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Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to ·place your order.
TENNIS LESSONS
tJSPTA certified professional:
Jeff Goorland. Flexible hours.
Plea!le call for more Information:
(813) 503-5484.
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney _Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/ Probate,
All Civil &- Criminal Matters.
1-800· 733-5342.

GET$$$$
www.CredltFN.com
• Credit Cards
• Debt Consolidation
•Loans
. Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726.
l

www.isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com

United States Air Force applied technology 1s years ahead
Need funds for spring break

of what you'll touch rn the ·private sector, and as a new

travel? W e buy textbooks and nonfiction
books. Book Treasures, 7616 University
Blvd. i[1 Winn Dixie plaza. Mention UC.F.
Please call 407-677-9092

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground ·level of new
and sometimes classifie d developments. You'll begin leading
·and man agi ng within this highly respected group from day
one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Force today. To request more information, call
1-800-423 - USAF or log on to airforce.com.

\.I
•:•

$450 Group Fundraiser

SURF COSTA RICA FREE!

Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLl~S
our free ~yes, free) fund raising
solutions EQUALS $1 ;000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

Waves-Parties-Ad11entures-Friends
Set up 3 Vacations - Get 1 FREE
Get your friends on board NOW
lnfo @CostaRicaSurfAdventure.com

Dr. Grasty fl(lemorial Scholarship
$500 for Spring 2004 semester.
Deadline 3/5/04. Must have min. 3.0
GPA, FIT student in NSOC and have \
JR or SR-status. Submit 1 page
marketing/communications concept or
idea that will increase # of grads joining
Alumni Assoc. Not to exceed single
typewritten pg. E-mail ·
publisher@ucfnews.com for application.

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Spring break timeshare avail. for any
where in the world for one week! $350
per person min. 2 people, place will
sleep up to 4 people. Call 407-823-2789
New York only $69 each way tax
included. Other worldwide
destii;iations cheap. Book on-line at
www.airtech .com or
call (212) 219-7000.

.'18918 15Darsi 4 Nights
23900

Congratulations to Kevin Peters & Willie
Bentley for winning the SGA runoff
election. Good luck to all Greek Goddess
finalists and congratulations to everyone
who participated in Greek Week.
View all c lassifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Hol iday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

1 or 2 tutors needed to teach a 1O &
12 year old in math and science. May
be Male or Female, must have own
transportation. Please call
407-382-6233 or 407-538-9033.

MISSING:
3,000 UCF women's basketball fans.
If found please return them to the Arena ·
Thursday @ 7:00 P.M.
REWARD: To the AWESOME Girl that
gave us a ride on Feb. 12th to Daytona
Speedway from Williamson Rd. We left
digital camera in black and yellow case
in back seat of your car. Please contact
Gary at 407-760-7682

8

U.S.AIR FORCE

"

"

1 Darsi 6 Nights
Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodotions
on the ~and at one of ten resorts (your choice).
AllPallCllll Tnvel

. 1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
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